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Preface

What is
Well,

that are
-

it

it is

that

makes Galax so special to me?

the fact that the

on

names on

the tombstones in the

the mailboxes in this

town are the same names

Cemetery up the road.

Mrs. Kenetta Pless, October 14, 1991 .Galax, Virginia.

This thesis proposes a main

street revitalization

program for Galax, Virginia,

a town located in the Southern Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia. For the
years in Virginia, and throughout the United States,
to the future of the

downtown

much

last ten

attention has been given

business districts of small towns. After the Second

World War small town business

districts suffered

when Americans

relocated from

small towns to larger cities and suburban communities. In reaction to diminishing

commerce small town business people and

civic leaders tried to

conform

their

business districts to the image of commercial shopping centers of the rival suburban

communities. This
vitality

move only

and hid or destroyed

drained these small town business districts of their

their history

and heritage.

Through the work of the National Trust Main

Street Center

organizations on the state and local level

,

experienced a rebirth in the

More people have

town business

last ten years.

The National Trust Main
offices

have

business districts in small towns have

district finding its historical character

often faceless suburban commercial

partially

and other

returned to the small

an attractive alternative

to the

strip.

Street Center

and statewide Historic Preservation

succeeded in revitalizing downtown business

districts.

Due

to

limited budgets and time restraints, however, professionals have only been able to

symptoms of

react to the

the ailing business districts.

Facade rehabilitations and

Main

streetscape improvements have dramatically upgraded the appearance of
Street.

may

Yet the challenge remains

to recapture the

community's Genius

Lx)ci

which

be unarticulated but reused and shared by business owners, the local

institutions

and the inhabitants of a

What

particular town.

has been the case on the national

where Main

Street

level has

been the same for Galax

improvements are currently underway.

This thesis will

hopefully go further than placing a band-aid on the problems of business district

decay

in Galax.

will attempt to

1

employ a new Main

Street design

methodology

answer the following questions:

that will

What was

the original purpose of the Business District in a small

What activities took and
What defines

take place

town?

downtown?

the perimeters of a Business District in the past

and the

present?

What makes

How
I

does one design for a Historic Business District?

will attempt to

examine the
I

oral

answer these questions by developing a methodology

examine the

offices,

develop a design strategy
street

role of the public

and civic

institutions (churches,

banks and buildings and entertainment) that have played in the

development of the Business

main

that will

and written history of Galax.

will also

government

a business district in one town different from another one?

that

District of Galax, Virginia.

can be employed on

This examination will

se\'eral levels;

the broad scale of

and the architectural scale of a single building (Plate

chapter on the Design Study of

Downtown

Galax).

14, see also:

XI

From

the examination of the historical and architectural record, the remnants

from a specific time and place are obtained. These remnants

left

by chance and/or

design will become the elements or motifs for a revitalization plan for Galax (Plate
16,17).

These motifs, humble, unpretentious and, perhaps ugly

recognized and shared by the people in town.

on the tombstones

in the

"

to

some, are

[They] are the same names that are

Cemetery up the road." These motifs make up the

idiom of downtown Galax.

local

Parti

Background and Methodology

Figure
(

1:

Galax, Virginia, ca 1910

Jeff

Mathews Museum)

.

Parti Chapter

Galax, Virginia,

is

1 Context

a small independent second class city located in the

southwestern region of Virginia Avith a population of over six thousand people.

The

city is nestled in the

peaks of the Blue Ridge Mountains and touches the

western edge of the Eastern Continental Divide.

Mount Rogers,

elevation at almost

6000

Virginia's highest mountain.

feet, is situated

closeby

Galax shares the mild climate of the Eastern Seaboard, however,

,

it

west of the
is

city.

always under

the dominating presence of the mountain range. ^

Other than the Blue Ridge Mountains, the second most dominating feature in the
region

is the

New River which flows

one of only three
other two, the

rivers in the

St.

three miles west of the city.

Johns in Florida and the Columbia in Washington State),

in Paleozoic times.^

Ironically, the

New River was

Chestnut Creek, a tributary of the

through Galax and serves as the

city's

The geographical makeup of
and Alligator Black gneiss, iron
is

River,

United States that flows in a northerly direction (the

actually one of the earth's oldest rivers.

west there

The New

established

River, flows

primary water source.

the region surrounding

ore,

New

Galax consists of Ashe

maganesse, pyrhotite and quartzite.

a large vein of Cranberry Granite and

Gray Granite

is

In the

located to the

south in North Carolina.-'
"

Galax Chamber

of

Commerce,

Statistical Abstract,^

Cities in Virginia are classified according to population.

populations over ten thousand people

,

second class

First class cities

cities

Communities with

populations below one thousand are considered towns.
^ Joseph Kent Roberts and Robert Bloomer, Catalogue of Topographic

Maps

3 Ibid, 137.

of Virginia, (Richmond, VA.:

have

are cities with

populations between one thousand and ten thousand people.

Geologic

is

and

Dietz Press, 1939), 134.

fitO

Figure 2:

Galu Chamber of Cofmnerce

Etonna Dunay, Blacksburg, Undersumding a Virginia Town,

31acksburg.VA.: VJ.I

& S.U. Press,

Town Architecture,

1986), 7.

CkvMUttUk, VA.'

RIckBoDd, vx.,

Figure 3:

'-'rf--

rigure4:

(M.l

Galax

is

a unique city (without a county affiliation) because

political,and social conditions, the

have through the years come
its

lies

on the county

line

County from Grayson County. With similiar economic,

that separates Carroll

Since

it

to be

two counties and the independent

known

Twin Counties

as the

city of

Galax

region.

incorporation in 1906, Galax has always been a renowned furniture

manufacturing and timber town. Galax also has a strong
includes the nationally

known company,

textile industry

which

Haines. Despite the fact that Galax has an
it

furnishes over seven thousand

jobs, four thousand of these jobs in manufacturing.

The average income per person

entire population of over six thousand people,

in

Galax

is

over seven thousand dollars per person."*

The name Galax

known

as Galax.

plant

grown only

is

derives from the

name of a

The name stems from

North Carolina and

the

heartshaped, singular leaf plant

Greek word gala meaning milk. The

in the southwest region of Virginia

and the northwest region of

popularly used by florists throughout the nation as a

is

or decorative greens for bouquets and arrangements. Local legend has

it

"filler"

that a train

conductor from the Norfolk and Western Railroad suggested that the town be

named

after the

mountain plant because "so much of

of this place."

No one knows

nevertheless, the

name

if this is

this leaf is

actually the

being shipped out

way Galax

got

its

name,

stuck.^

^ City of Galax and Mount Rogers District Planning Commission Promotional
Brochure, 1991.
^

Mike

July,

Cabrill,

1950

"Why

is

Galax?"

(Richmond, VA.

:

in

the Virginia and the Virginia County,

Virginia Press,

1950), 13.

Figure 5
(

K.W. Poore

Map of Downtown

Galax, Virginia

& Associates Inc., Richmond, Virginia)

Figure

6;

Topographic and Geologic

Map of Southwest

(Joseph Kent Roberts, Topographic and Geologic

Virginia

Maps of Virginia,

Dietz Press, 1942), 146)

(

Richmond VA:

THE GALAX LEAF

The galax (galax)

was named, grows

leaf,

for which the City of Galax, Virginia

the

mountainous regions around Galax

in

near the Blue Ridge Parkway. The heart-shaped leaf, growing from its own stem, each root sending up from five to eight
leaves,

bronze

forms a carpet of waxy green
in

in

summer and

a rich

winter.

The word galax is derived from the Greek word, gala,
meaning milk and the blooni of the plant resembles a stream
of milk.

These leaves are a favorite foliage

in

fresh

and dried

rangements and are used extensively by florists

all

ar-

over the

country.
This native plant has played an important part

economy

of the

Galax area.

Figure?: The GaJax Leaf
(Galax-Carroll County Library)

in

the

10

Figure 8

:

Galax, Virginia, 1991

(P.H.K)

What is wrong

Part I Chapter 2

with

Downtown

Galax?...

Community Entropy
Neglected and abandoned buildings, fewer businesses and a loss of vitality are only
the

symptoms of a much

greater

Community Entropy, which

is

problem facing downtown Galax. This ailment

the break

is

down and abandonment of the downtown of

Galax and the destruction of the clear boundary which separated the town from the
country. This

the

community entropy

downtown of Galax

civic identity

is

caused by three factors that have taken their

for the past twenty years:

and lack of human

infrastructure causes the building,

down. The

itself

and brings with

it

breakdown

district,

the

in

the institutional

institutions, to

be either

Galax or other towns often

between the people of Galax and the physical town

a lack of

human

interaction.

automobile did not weaken institutions,
business

breakdown of

which housed those

institutional

results in the loss of identity

the

highway commercial

it

While the advent of the

created the emergence of another

district,

and many

traditional

downtown

businesses relocated there.

The automobile had

affected the

raising the speed of perception

human

from

downtown of Galax

ways

as well

by

five miles per hour (the speed of a walking

being) to thirty-five miles per hour (the automobile speed limit of the

downtown). Driving rapidly

in a car without stopping prevents

buildings and features of the downtown.
buildings that

owners

in other

embody

people from seeing

The enjoyment of

crafted, detailed

the spirit of the place is lost. This naturally leads the building

to erect signage that will attract the attention of the motorist first

11

on

breakdown, loss of

interaction.

Community Entropy occurs when

altered or torn

institutional

toll

and the

12

pedestrian second.

Discouraged by the popularity of the new

downtown merchants

also cover

to

mimic

the

other people.

modem

storefronts.

As more people

of the automobile,

up or take down the

'strip'

stores,

rich building details in trying

Moreover, the automobile isolates pieople from

perceive their world from the cocoon of the interior

they begin to lose the intimate contact and face to face

conversations that have been one of the traditional virtues of

lack of intimate interaction breaks

down

the idea of

downtown Galax. This

Galax being a

real

and living

community.

What

to

Do?

Outlawing the automobile or the commercial business

highway linking Galax
Instead, the

reaffirm the

way

to

nearby Hillsville, Virginia,

to solve the

is

strip that is

not a viable solution.

problems of downtown Galax

commitment between

the city

and the people

on the

who

is

to rebuild

live

and

and work

in

Galax.
I

will argue in this study that the first

and most important solution

the institutions, the church, the bank, the City and Federal

These

institutions

to rebuild

government buildings.

were formed when a covenant or contract between the people and

the respective institution

which

is

was made forming an agreement and understanding

the citizen or institution

member served

institution served the citizen or institution

in

the institution and, reciprocally, the

member.

Reaffirming the community covenants would give the people a more active role
in the

government. The citizens need

to participate in the

church of their choice and

use the bank in the downtown again instead of leaving the church and using the

13

drive-thru

These

on the highway as

institutions

their principal institutions of savings

need not only to be reaffirmed

in

and investment.

a spiritual or community manner

but also in their physical presence and imagery as well. Steeples of churches need
to

be

rebuilt.

maintain

The

"stone temple of business", the bank, has to be built and

a character that embodies the sound banking practice and ethics that

people expect from their banking
to,

institution.

The

institution of

government needs

once again, physically embody the ideals of democracy and citizenship

vital for

that is

a community.

Each of these

institutions needs

ample parking because

shapes the downtown and brings people to

need to get out of

Main

must

their

it.

Therefore,

it is

the institution that

it is

here where people

automobile and become involved with each other on the

Street of Galax.

Furthermore, the problem of rebuilding downtown Galax necessitates a

complete examination and informed and sensitive restoration of the commercial
architecture and building stock of the

downtown. The

true spirit or

Once people

are out of

automobiles and walking on the sidewalk to use the major communal

facilities,

has to be rediscovered, articulated, presented and releamed.
their

Genius Loci

that is the institutions of Galax, the architectural expression of the institutions

and

businesses can once again be enjoyed and, moreover, the cultural identity of the city

of Galax can be fully rediscovered.

Once again

professionals, such as lawyers,

accountants, and yes, architects need to reoccupy the upper levels of these

downtown
to the

brick buildings and, once again, they need to add activity and richness

downtown.

This

is

not an impossible dream, since Galax

have retained an eighty-two percent occupancy

downtown. This

is

an important factor

rate

is

fortunate to

of stores and offices in the

in the feasiblity

of revitalization of any

14

downtown

in a small city.

This thesis obviously does not attempt to completely redesign the entire

downtown

This would prove to be a very arduous and fruitless

of Galax.

endevour. Not only would
spirit

and

vitality

historically

of

the author of this thesis but

"kill off"

it

downtown Galax

However,

as well.

Twin County

motifs of the

downtown
I

region.

I

downtown and

kill

this thesis,

downtown of Galax

document and analyze

will then

would

the

would bring back

documented, essential and characteristic motifs. In

attempt to examine the history and evolution of the
the

I

it

I

will

as well as

the local idiom

and

then explore ways in which they can reinforce the

and, especially, institutions.

will further explain

my

ideas of institutional reinvolvement in the

downtown

of Galax in a section specifically devoted to the subject. The same will be done in

my examination

of what Genius Loci

is

and how

it

works

in Galax.

But

first, it is

now

necessary to familiarize and convey to the reader the history of Galax, and

how

this history

has influenced and manifested

itself in the

downtown of Galax

Parti Chapters Historical Background

Early History of the Region
In this section

will attempt to explain the evolution of settlement in the

Although Galax was

Counties region.
is

I

important to have, at the

land,

how

From

native

dialect to

the region,

first settlers in

American

were believed

to

tribes

its

music to

It is

known now

who

in the winter

they eventually influenced the

its

built motifs, the roots of the

when

the larger Cherokee Nation

The Cherokees shared
to

Twin Counties, were

whom

who

the

lived in caves or log houses

the first white explorers, the party led

in the region, they

The Xualans who were fond of the

Confederacy

as the

and who roamed randomly, hunting wild game for

generally believed that

Hernando Desoto, arrived

tribe

art

were the

first to

by

encounter the Xualan

of war challenged, or so

it is

believed,

and were subsequently conquered by them.^
the land with the rest of the tribes of the Iroquois

the Cherokees belonged.

Throughout the pre-white

settlement, tribes of the Confederacy, the Chickasaw, Creek and Shawnee,
frequently used the region as a hunting ground while the Cherokee Nation settied in
the lower hollows of the region^.

^

James Stamper, "The

Indians of the Grayson County Area",

Journal, 1930, 53.

15

it

settled this

beginning with the Xualan Tribe. These aboriginal people

have been a hardy but poor

daubed with clay

tribe.

its

how

of the region,

of Galax grow from the early history of the region.

The

food.

a broad understanding of the people

they were influenced by the land, and

character of Galax.
spirit

least,

settled rather late in the history

Twin

in

the

Grayson

16

In these hollows^, the Cherokee cultivated large irregular gardens defined

was cleared by burning, slashing or

the general configuration of the field that

overgrazing.

meadows

highland

As

In the

summer months,

leaving them to

the

Cherokee would often overgraze the

become what was

previously mentioned, Desoto was the

party's journal the region

woods

valleys covered with
plentiful

was described

by

referred to as "balds."

white

first

as being a

"

man

in the region.

In his

pristine landscape of beautiful

and savannas which were inhabited by

pastures,

game. "9

In 1642, the Colonial

Assembly of Virginia ordered Major Abraham

how

explore the western territory to find out

and benefits

that

discovered the

such land might bring."

New

"

enjoy

all

believed that in this expedition

to

profits

Wood

which he named Wood's River. ^^ By the end of the

River

seventeenth century the

It is

the colony could

Wood

name "New" was given

to this river in an expedition led

by

William Byrd. 11

The information from
settle in the region.

these expeditions encouraged the Scotch and Irish to

They

settled in isolated family units

and inhabited the

Highlands of the area adopting the Native American methods of land cultivation.
Like the Native Tribes, the Scotch/

Irish

were nomadic searching for land suitable

7 Ibid, 53.

8

A

hollow

is

a small valley or basin.

Dictionary, (Springfield, Mass.:
9 Richard

Smardon and Timothy

-

Webster's Ninth Collegiate

Webster, 1989).
R.

Day, "Historical Overview along the Blue

Ridge Parkway"in Visual Preferences of Travelers along the Blue Ridge

Parkway, (Asheville, N.C.:
1

Betty-Lou

Fields,

(Independence, VA.
11 Ibid, 18.

Western Applachian Press, 1983), 105.

Grayson County:
:

Grayson County

A

History

in

Words and

Historical Society,

Pictures,

1976), 18.
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for raising their livestock,

By

com and

wheat. ^^

mid eighteenth century Germans

the

Unlike the nomadic Scotch/Irish, the Germans wished to

They chose
enriched

groups.

the land.

composed of limestone

Their farms were organized to define their land units in a clustering

of outbuildings and houses.

Germans

own and manage

land heavily timbered with hardwood and

soils.

low areas of the region.

settled in the

Following the Scotch/

settled in the balds, land that

The Germans

settled

Irish

and Native Tribes, the

had been overgrazed by the prior two

permanently

in the

Highlands which are the Twin

Counties. '^
In 1748, Peter Jefferson

,

father of

Thomas

Jefferson and

of the Colony of Virginia, surveyed the Twin County Region

High Commissioner

when

the region

was

breaking off from Fincastle County to become part of Augusta County. Twenty
years later, this land area became part of the newly formed

was

at this

settled.

In

Montgomery County.

time that the direct predecessor of Galax, Blair's Forge village, was

•'^

1770 an early

settler,

John

purpose of smelting the local iron
the use of a trip-hammer

Blair, built

a forge on Chestnut Creek for the

This iron was fashioned into shape through

ore.

which was powered by a dam

During the eighteenth and nineteenth century
prominent trading center.

It

was

later

on

built across the creek.

this small

that the village

hamlet emerged as a

became known as simply,

Blair.

^

2

Richard

Smardon and Timothy

Ridge Parkway"

Parkway,
13

It

Ibid,

in

R.

Day, "Historical Overview along the Blue

Visual Preferences of Travelers along the Blue Ridge

(Asheville, N.C.:

Western Applachian Press, 1983), 106.

106.

^^ Angela Funk, "Mud Holes, Ghosts and Nancy Hanks",

1983 Supplement

Section, 39.

in

the Gazette, August,

18

According

was bom

to local oral tradition the

mother of Abraham Lincoln, Nancy Hanks,

Her parents were apparently staying

in Blair or ver>' close by.

for only a

short period of time visiting her father's brother, Joshua Hanks, before migrating

Nancy Hanks meet Thomas Lincoln and had

west where

Although

it is

documented

that

Thomas

famous son.

Lincoln, Lincoln's father, was

Rockcastle County, Virginia, the birthplace of Nancy Hanks

Lincoln himself acknowleges

their

in his brief

is

bom

in

not clearly known.

biography that his mother was born in

Virginia but he does not exactly specify where she was bom.l^

Ed Cox, a

local

historian of Galax in the 1950's elaborates:

This tradition had been handed
told to
if

me

and

1

down

through three generations

have talked to others

who have

they had been told the same story. After checking

and

dates,

1

find nothing that

would prevent

and probably as authentic as any

By

told

when

it

was

passed on now, and asked
all

this story

the circumstances

from being possible

and written through the years.

1^

1792, Grayson County was formed from the southern part of

Wythe

County. The county was named after William Grayson of Prince William County,

who was

a signer of the Declaration of Independence and

Constitutional Convention.

The population of

support the development of a county

seat.

member

of the

grew enough

to

Before Grayson County developed,

its

the Galax area

people had to travel over two-hundred miles to conduct any type of county
business.

As was customary

in eighteenth century Virginia, the

new courthouse

square complex was comprised of a courthouse, clerk's office and tavern situated at
the geographical center of the county and completed by 181
"1

5

Ed Cox,

Galax,
1

6

Ibid,

"Blair's

Virginia,
6.

1

Forge on Chestnut Creek"

in

1.

The land was

the Golden Anniversary of

906-1 956,Frank M. Hearster

,

ed( 1956)5.
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Figure

9:

(

(

Betty-Lou Fields, Grayson County:

A

History in Words and Pictures,

Independence, VA.: Grayson County Historical Society, 1976), 18.)

20
donated by a

man named Rower

Swift and the Clerk's Office was built by the

clerk of the county, Martin Dickerson.17

By

the mid-nineteenth century the

courthouse complex was known as Grayson Courthouse, and
Grayson.
Carroll

By

the late nineteenth century

it

became known

its

land naming

it

named

Hillsville.

government of Grayson County relocated
county

at a place

became known

now known

as Oldtown.

at the

as Independence.

The two

by the turn of the century

all

later as

its

Eight years

county seat
later,

new geographical

The former county

the

seat, Greenville,

activity.

counties remained rurally

^ Betty-Lou Fields, Grayson County:

(Independence, VA.
ISjbid, 47.

:

Grayson County

A

History

in

Words and

Historical Society,

county

War and

towns, Blair, Oldtown,

Independence,and Hillsville remained unchanged in size and

''

in the

center of the

counties saw no action in the Civil

four hamlet-like

simply

as Greenville. In 1842,

County broke off from Grayson County and relocated

center of

first

Pictures,

1976), 32.

The two

21

One of
•rds

the

many

beautiful scenes along

>ew River

in

G rayson

good bass fishing.

Figure

10:

(Jeff

View of Grayson County
Mathews Museum)

(\iunly. which also

22

Figure

1 1:

Grayson County Courthouse, OIdtown,VA ca.l976.

A

(

Betty-Lou Fields, Grayson County:

(

Independence, VA.: Grayson County Historical Society, 1976), 81.)

History in Words and Pictures,

Figure 12: Grayson County Courthouse, Independence,VA

A

ca.

1976.

(

Betty-Lou Fields, Grayson County:

(

Independence, VA.: Grayson County Historical Society, 1976), 81.)

History in Words and Pictures,

Figure 13: Grayson County Courthouse, 01dtown,VA.,1992 (P.H.K.)
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Figure 14: (Golden Anniversary of Galax, 1956)

24

The Early Settlement of Galax

The founding and development of Galax was

man by

shrewd, persuasive Grayson County

largely the

the

name

accomplishment of one

of James P. Cairco.

the outset of his venture to establish Galax, he had one goal- to

From

make money.

Just

before the turn of the century, Cairco had persuaded the textile company,

Washington

Mills, to build a

The town was named
president. Colonel

company town on

New

the

River in Grayson County.

Fries (pronounced Freeze) after the founder

John

Fries.

Thus

and then

the Industrial Revolution arrived at the

Twin

Counties 19.

By

the turn of the century, Blair had evolved into a prosperous but small

mercantile village which was serviced by the Norfolk and Western Railroad.

Although economically,
terrain

restricted

Blair's potential for

in Hillsville in
settled in Blair

the

name

1913 and the coal strike
and

Thomas

expansion. In 1902,

entrepreneur and head of the Felts Detective

built his

showplace

growth looked promising,

Agency

in

limited

L.Felts, a state senator,

(he handled the Allen tragedy

Matewan, West Virginia

estate, "Cliffside."

in 1923),

In 1902, Felts changed

of Blair to EthelFelts in honor of his wife Ethel

In early 1903, Cairco started a real estate

its

company

Houseman

Felts.^*^

to recruite several

prominent citizens of the region as investors. He recruited Thomas

Felts,

John B. Waugh, a Confederate War Veteran and businessman

in Ethelfelts,

Oldtown, and

^

Hillsville

Captain

and R.E. Jones, another prominent businessman of the

9 Committee for the Bicentennial Celebration of Galax, VA, the Bicentennial

Celebration of Galax, VA,

20

Ibid, 6.

(1976

),

5.

25

Blair.

Virginia, looking

Figure 15

(

west about

190304 —

Felts

Home and

J

B

Waugh

Golden Anniversary of Galax, 1956)

St<
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region. Together, they bought three hundred

and seventy-five acres of land south

of Ethelfelts situated right on the Grayson-Carroll

The land was mainly

line.

bottom and meadow land of Chestnut Creek, which was owned by a William

Anderson whose family had owned
century.

Hence

the first

name of

the land since the

the

town

end of the eighteenth

would become Galax was

that

Anderson's Bottom. 21

The developers

hired two civil engineers, C.L.

name was Arnold, both from Lynchburg,

DeMot and

Virginia, to design

a

man whose

last

and survey the new

town. They designed a rigid gridiron of twenty-six blocks, each block consisting
of ten to to sixteen
the

lots.

town did not serve

There was no public square designed
as a county seat since

Galax

lies

in the plan

because

between Carroll and

Grayson County. Galax went through an assortment of names before

it

was named

Galax. In sequential order the names were: Anderson's Bottom, Montplan, Cairo,

Bonaparte, and Galax. The eastern third of the

new town occupied

along Chestnut Creek and contained manufacturing

Norfolk and Western Railroad (Page

Western Railroad assured the

real estate

28).

By

company

sites

the bottomlands

and the depot for the

the fall of 1903, the Norfolk
that

it

and

would build a new depot

in

the area 22

On December
Cairo,
for a
lot

was

held.

comer

prices

that the

lot

17, 1903, a public sale for lots in the

Lot prices varied from $25.00 for a

on Main Street (Page

and the overly wide

new town had ample

28).

streets.

lot

new town, now

on a side

street to

called

$250.00

People complained about the expensive

Nevertheless, they bought the lots realizing

space for growth, especially, with the

new depot from

2^ Glenn Pless, interview with author, October 14, 1991, Galax, Virginia.

22 Ed Cox, the Golden Anniversary of Galax,
10.

Virginia,

1906-1956, (1956),

27

the Norfolk and Western Railroad.

The opportunity was

great for retailing and

manufacturing (Page 29).^

As people

settled in the

new town,

it

was

realized that

some of

the initial

planning decisions would not conform with the changing conditions of Galax.
Perhaps the biggest change was Main

Initially, the

Street.

DeMott plan had Main

Street running east to west linking Hillsville with Independence (where Center
street is

now

worked because Galax expanded toward

located). This plan never

new towns and

villages to the south in North Carolina

which picked, processed and

shipped Galax leaves via the Norfolk and Western Railroad.
tradition,

a railroad official named

J.

W. Cook,

people of the new town.

Another story says

who

Twin

sold insurance in the

the leaves

were so

beautiful.

Galax and was granted

its

suggested the

that

a

rate,

town charter by

According to

name Galax

woman named

Counties, suggested the

At any

the

local

to the

Mrs. Kirsley,

name because she thought

by 1905 the town adopted the name
the General

Assembly of Virginia

in

1906.24

The Building of Early Galax

Galax

literally

sprang up over night. The businesses of nearby Ethelfelts

the small village at once to

move

to Galax.

This was the era of small business in

^^ Committee for the Bicentennial Celebration of Galax, VA, the Bicentennial
Celebration of Galax,

24

|bid,7.

V^/^,

(1

976

),

7.

left

28

I
2^^

!

a

29

LOT

C

A

SALE

r

IN

K

The prices named below are good only
December 17th, 1903.
BLOCK

1

H
Original

Andarion Ham*. Mrty- 1800'i — locstad
School Board offica i* now.

wtwn Galu Qty

for Thursda",

30
Galax as merchants and farmers, from the surrounding villages and countryside,

came

Galax

to

to

their luck in business

tr>'

In the early days

and with the new

Galax was known for having extremely muddy

great problem the developers gave to the fledgling

decision to build Galax in the
first

railroad.

swampy bottom

One

streets.

community was

their initial

land of Chestnut Creek.

For the

forty years of the town's existence, Galax had to contend with being in the

drainage basin of the small valley. This led to major flooding problems from
Chestnut Creek.

One

There have been many

tall

about the

of Galax's most prominent citizens, H. K. Early,

one day as he was walking down the Main
in the

it.

tales

middle of the

man

Early asked the

all right,

The
in or

I'm on horseback."
terrain in

streets

Street he noticed a nice man's hat lying

he could help him, the

man

man

replied, "Oh, I'm

that early

automobiles could not get

around Galax. Money for road improvement was exiguous

existent.

to

in the

named R.E. Cox persuaded

donate one of their light

at the southside of town.

raw supplies could be carried

trestle

He convinced
into Galax,

the

more

the Norfolk

on

and

bridges to cross over Chestnut

N&W

profit

that if

more timber and

would be made

in freight

revenues for the Railroad company. Consequently, in the following year the
built a light trestle bridge

Twin

Galax where money for road improvement was not

In 1907, a civil engineer

Western Railway

underneath

^^

around Galax was so rough

in

of Galax.

credited with this story:

he picked up the hat he found a

in earnest if

Counties and, especially

Creek

When

street.

is

muddy

N&W

the southside of Galax^^.

^^

Glenn Pless, interview with author, October 14, 1991, Galax, Virginia.

26

R.E.

Cox to N.D. Mather, Roanoke, VA, 17, February 1907, The Records of

the Norfolk and Western Railroad, Presidential Collection, Special Collections,
Virginia Polytechnic Institute

and State Univ.
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Mheet

field

ihotogreph

growing north of Galsx in 1905 — This
was mede on Fries Hill end, judging

^m^<n Galax in 1905 shows
thoroughfare that was the city's "rnain
Note, looking south, large budding on let! w1

Mstn Street Scene

I

cemera looking southeact toward what

Figure 20: Early Galax- Main Street,
(Jeff

ca. 1910.

Mathews Museum)

Figure 21: West Part of Main Street Galax, ca. 1906
(Jeff

Mathews Museum)
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Regardless of the improvement, horses and oxen were
travel.

One

as a place

"

still

Company

time a manager from the Appalachian Power

where

fellers

who

didn't

know

the primary

means of

identified

Galax

a town could be built in a mud-hole at

the branch line of a railroad did exactly that, a place completely isolated from the
rest of the

world by

manager,

I.

Grayson

fifty

Street

and Center

Street;

this

all

in those early

was primarily a town

was done

directions. "27

1920 town

in

install

sidewalks on Main Street,

at the

same time Carroll County

Road Improvement Act of 1920 which enabled

to build a hard surface road

Galax

roads in

G. Vass, issued a bond to pave and

benefited from the Robertson

County

mud

miles of

the

from Galax to Hillsville.^

days was a town made up of one bank and one church;

for small businessmen

who

it

community

served the agricultural

Twin Counties. Farmers and husbandmen would bring lumber,

of the

produce,chestnuts, chinquapins and Galax leaves to the depot at Galax. Cattlemen

and Shepherds would drive

their herds

down Main

Street

and Grayson Street to the

depot. There are even legends of farmers driving wild turkeys to market. ^9

The
It

first

building erected in the town was the

was managed by

J.P.

Land Office

Carico and later served as the

in

December of 1903.

Town

Hall

.

The

first

residence built in Galax was built by Billy Gallimore, also in 1903, located on the

comer of Virginia

Street

and North Main

Street.

The

first

business to

move

into

Galax was the drug store and doctor's office of Dr. John W. Bolen. Bolen moved

27

Mike

July,

Cabrill,

"Why

is

Galax?"

1950 (Richmond, VA.

:

in

the Virginia and the Virginia County,

Virginia Press,

2° Ed Cox, the Golden Anniversary of

1950), 40.

Galax, Virginia,

1906-1956, Frank M.

Hearster, ed. (1956), 12.

29 Judge Jack Mathews, interview with author, January
Galax, Virginia.

8,

1992,
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his entire

little

store

from

Ethelfelts

Bolen

the roads for his voyage.

what

is

now

started the

took three days to widen and repair

located on the

comer of North Main and
F.

H. Martin came from

Galax Hardware Company on the corner of Main and

Grayson, and the Blair Grocery

merchandise

first

It

Highway. Other people such as

the Hillsville

and

Ethelfelts

by oxen.

Company

also

moved from

Ethelfelts

to sell their

in Galax.-'^

The developers

of Galax also helped to build part of the town.

J.

P.

Carico

served as mayor of the town in 1922 and was instrumental in the development of
the

town government.

Main

from

Street

lots for his

Ethelfelts.

moved

his furniture

In the lot sale,

Downtown

was

owning two of

the

the four

Store,

Galax, was located on the

Waugh

lots in the

one of the

earliest brick

comer of Main and Grayson

Hotel which was located on

most prominent

and funeral business to

J.B.Waugh bought two prime comer

two businesses. Waugh's Department

structures in
Street, as

R.E. Jones

Main and

Center.

By

downtown, Waugh proved

to

the rest of the people of Galax that he stood behind his venture.

T. L. Felts, the last of the original investors set

National

now

Bank on

the

located. Felts,

comer of Center and Main where

Waugh and

several others

of the Peoples State Bank which was

out to establish the First
the Municipal Building

were also on the Board of Directors

moved from

Ethelfelts to East

Grayson Street

in Galax.^J

Other small businesses such as Ward Brothers came to Galax. They built a

^^ Charles

31

Bolt, "Charles Bolt's Galax" in the

1906-1956,

Virginia,

1956,

Hearster

,

ed.,

(1956), 14.

Golden Anniversary of Galax,

8.

Ed Cox, 7/76 Golden Anniversary of Galax,

is

Virginia,

1906-1956, Frank M.
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two-story frame building which they used as both a men's store and as the town's
first

motion-picture theater. Later

Mathews,

Mathews and Co. Hardware,

established the J.C.

The arched windows of

Galax.

J.C.

J.

Vass and J.H. Kapp

F.

the third brick structure built in

mark

the second floor

the

Oldtown Chapter of Freemasons. Many important decisions
Galax were made

was renamed

The

moved

first

to

the

second floor meeting

in this

it

one room church which

I.

Harp,

Street,

stands

citizens

on the comer of

In 1927, the First Baptist

Church

and the building was purchased by the Friends

who

ever since.

Other religious denominations soon
covenant with the town, the Methodists
the

still

who

For a short time, the building served the needs of

Street.

and the Church of Christ.

North Main

have occupied

At

W.

Galax from nearby Sparta, North Carolina. Harp led a group of

the Methodists

1906.

hardware store

In 1919, the

church was a Missionary Baptist Church, started by

Oldtown and Jefferson

to

for the development of

Vass-Kapp Hardware Store.32

to build a small, white framed,

moved

hall.

meeting spot of the

same time

from Oldtown and

built a brick structure

the Presbyterian

built a brick structure

wood

organized and built a

structure

built their structures that

Church moved

on Center

Street.

defined their

on Center Street

their congregation

The

in

down

Disciples of Christ

on the comer of Washington and Main

Street33.

During
32 Mike

this

Cabrill,

period of development, traveling salesmen and farmers from the

Why

Galax?,

is

1950 (Richmond, VA.

:

in

the Virginia and the Virginia County, July,

Virginia Press,

1950), 10.

33 Munsey M. Poole, Where Churches Count.
Activites and Interests

(Richmond, VA.

:

,

in

Religion... a Well of

Community

the Virginia and the Virginia County, July,

Virginia Press,

1950), 27.

1950
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surrounding countryside would stay
justified the three hotels in

town

in

few days

for a

a time.

at

downtown Galax. As mentioned before

J.B.

This

Waugh's

Hotel on Center and Main was regarded as the finest hotel in the town.
restaurant, a popular meetingplace,

is

greeting guests at the door, asking them
Carroll

gravy

County gravy

).

first built

hotel

a row of

named

Red

by W.

they preferred Grayson County gravy or

if

accommodate

flats to

was

hotel

built

by C. H. South

the Central Hotel. Both hotel projects were located

1.

Streets.

The

third

Harp on East Grayson

was

it

all

the

same

South had

.

the journeymen but later built a house-like-

and

on

the

last hotel built in this early

Street; painted bright red

it

comer of

period was

was known as

the

Star Hotel. 34

Unfortunately for these aspiring businessmen,
East

employed an old black man

the county line ran through the building:

The second most prominent

Main and Oldtown
built

(

said to have

Its

Main

Street

were destroyed by

fire in

from both the Central and Waugh Hotels

1907.

all

of the timber buildings on

A

bucket brigade was started

but, nevertheless, the businesses

on

this

block were burned to the ground.35

By
to

1914, Galax developed into a coherent ,well defined town.

understand

how Galax

people

It is

important

perceived themselves and their town.

In a

promotional brochure written by the Galax Land Development Company, a very
interesting point of

view

is

the article, Galax, Largest

3^^

expressed.

Wightman D. Roberts

Ten Year Old Town

in his

Foreword

in Virginia ^explains Galax:

Judge Jack Mathews, interview with author, January

8,

1992,

Galax, Virginia.

35 Ed Cox, The Golden Anniversary of Galax,
Hearster, ed.(1956), 15.

Virginia,

1906-1956, Frank M.

for
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Like yourself there are thousands seeking homes where they can

where there are sunshine and

a living;

health

rain,

make

and social

companionship, security of property and opportunities for a reasonable

To

investment.

you, and them, the western railroads have for years been

appealing.

They want you. They have

millions of acres of worthless desert land to

they have hundreds of miles of trackage barren of traffic whose

sell;

maintenance eats up

profits,

and you are wanted

to

fill

the breach-to

their

fill

passenger coaches: to be a consumer of the supplies you would need there

and which

that country

Water brought
back

to the east

in

by

where they could be

which you deserve
But

listen,

of desolation the West can not furnish, water.

irrigation for crops

and transportation of those crops

sold,

would only absorb

the profits

your way toward home does not point West but to the South;

not to the setting, but to the rising sun- toward the
fruitful slopes of

but

all

to keep.

hills

and vales and

Old Virginia, deserted by many of her sons

now welcoming many

after the war,

of them "back home", where there

worthless land but only vacant; where water

is

not bought or brought

is

no

upon

the land at great cost but falls as rain; where transporting products of farm

or factory, orchard or garden, poultry pens or pastures to great cities and

populous industrial

districts is

only a small item, and where churches and

schools and a high minded, open, clean-living people will welcome you in a
better balanced climate than anything the

Will you not

now examine

the pictures

Golden West can justly claim.

and read of Galax, and

its

two

fine

Virginia counties?'^
In the

1914 brochure, Galax claimed

to

have had a population of 775 with two

solid banking institutions, a prosperous train depot, and several churches

promoted

"solid Christian values" to the aspiring

In 1906, after the town's charter

merchant class.^^

was approved by

the General

Virginia, citizens elected the mayor-council to govern.
selected

mayor and

^^ Wightman

Ibid, 2.

Ben

F.

Assembly of

Calloway was

the first council consisted of: Elbert F. Wright, a carpenter and

D. Roberts,

Forword to Galax. Largest Ten Year Old Town

Virginia, p.p., Galax-Carroll Regional Library, Galax,
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which

VA.

in
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builder; Dr.

J.H. Kapp, hardware merchant; and Dr. J.W. Bolen, physician and

proprietor;

who came

Callaway,

druggist.

right

K. Caldwell; E.C.Williams; Jeweler; M.L. Bishop, livery stable

J.

hand man and secretary

Callaway, one of the

first

to

Galax from nearby Independence, was Carico's

for the land

attorneys to reside in Galax, also served as a minister for

Missionary Baptist Church which

the

Church.

development company. Moreover,

later

became

the

First

Baptist

38

Although the original town plan

Galax, to be

known

as the Piney

school was built south of
floor of the R.E. Jones

Main

Grove or Woods,

Street.

it

was not

a public school for
until

1905

built for

that this

Before then, school was held on the second

furniture store and funeral parlor. In 1908, a

would be

school building

set aside land for

new

brick

the lower, middle and high schools of

Galax.39

At

this

time Galax had a strong and stable foundation of institutions and small

businesses which attracted and fostered the establishment of a solid manufacturing
base.

As

the twentieth century began to unfold people in the

Galax area realized the benefits of working

and were able

to

in factories.

Twin Counties and

They earned high wages

purchase goods without the strenous farmwork their parents and

grandparents had done years before. The manufacturing base of Galax consisted of
individualistic, self-made

These men

built Galax.

existence of the

Great Galax

first

men from

A

the region as well as from national companies.

major benefit of living

in this

public gathering of any magnitude in the

new town was

Twin

Counties;

the

the

Fair.

38 Frank M. Hearster.the Golden Anniversary of Galax,
Frank M. Hearster

,

ed.,

Virginia,

1906-1956,

(1956), 14.

39 Committee for the Bicentennial Celebration of Galax, VA, the Bicentennial
Celebration of Galax, VA,

(1976

),

22.

39

West Side of Mam Streei looking north about 1905 —
The buildings are
Galax Drug Company. R
E.
Jones
Galax Hardware, a millinery store,
old
land office and Crystal Drug Store

East side of South

East

Store

Grayson
IS

Street

about

Mam

1

905

(The

where Blue Ridge Office Supply

located)

Street about

1908

Figure 22: (Tfie Bicentennial of Galax, 1976)

Blessing
is

now

40

Rnt

National Bank In tha lata '20'

:lp|i|S^^

Main Str««i looking aouth

In tha lata '20'i

41

...»J!^'

-...V-

!3ia

1

H

^

>l

F^

>.

.'^.

,7',

n

GALAX HIGH SCHOOL

GALAX HIGH SCHOOL — 1908

Figure 24:

(

Tlie

Bicentennial of Galax, 1976)

-^

1906

)

42

Figure 25: Peoples State Bank
(

East Grayson Street ca. 1910

Galax Board of Trade, 1910, Galax- Carroll County Library)

Figure 26: First National Bank
(

,

Jeff

Mathews Museum

)

(

later the

Town

Hall

43

Figure 27 The
(Jeff

Waugh

Hotel, Northeast

Figure 28: Central Hotel, Southeast
(Jeff

Comer of Main and

Center Street

Mathews Museum)

Mathews Museum)

Comer of Main and Oldtown

Street

44

Figure 29: Wedding on the Front Porch of the
(Jeff

Figure 30:
(Jeff

Waugh

Mathews Museum)

Waugh

Hotel and First National

Mathews Museum)

Bank

Hotel

45

Figure 31:
(

View of Main

Street, ca. 1935.

John and Lynda Cock Private Collection)

BO

^si=i.::^'7i^^^iismasaa^

46

"^^^i

;>

'^

f

METHODIST CHURCH
Figure 32: First Presbyterian Church
(Jeff

Mathews Museum)

Figure 33: First Methodist Church
(

Tfie Bicentennial

of Galax, 1976)

IN

ca.

1906

1910

47

Grayson Street

Figures 34,35: Early Views of Grayson Street
(

Tlie

Bicentennial of Galax, 1976)

—

1915

48

Figure 36: Early View of North Main Street
(Jeff

Mathews Museum)

Figure 37: Early View of South Main Street
(Jeff

Mathews Museum)
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Figure 38: J.B.
(

Jeff

Waugh and

Son, Department Store- 1908

Mathews Museum)

Figure 39 Mathews Hardware
(Jeff

Mathews Museum)

(

Later to become Vass-Kapp Hardware)
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The Galax Fairgrounds

The Great Galax

Fair and

Coinciding with Carico's and

The Galax

Felt's

Fiddlers'

Convention

development of Galax was

their creation

of

Great Regional Fair" which would bring Galax to the attention of the people in

the

"

the

Twin County

region.

Twenty-acres of land, just south of town, was given

over to the Galax Fair Association which required each of
a share of stock costing one hundred dollars.

its

members

Ninety citizens bought into the

In 1905, a race track, grandstand and exhibit building

association.

to purchase

was

built for

the first "Great Galax Fair.""^

The

great horse trotting races were the Fair's

avid horseman,

who

bred champion horses

at his

main

farm

attraction.

at Cliffside,

horse races to show off his private stable of prize winning

T.L. Felts, an

wanted

trotters.

to

have

Besides his

horses, his prized team of mules always participated in the Fair's opening
parade.

"^^

Many
and rides

other activities occurred during the
at the

camped

would pour

in the

Circus animals,

midway shows

depot excited the townspeople. These animals, rides and shows

were paraded through the town and
Visitors

fair.

into the

into the Fairgrounds.

town as families came

in

covered wagons and

bottomland or stayed in the houses of kin or friends. The Fair was a

time when proud farmers could exhibit their livestock. Housewives and

homemakers displayed

their articles of sewing, knitting

usual pie, cake and jelly contests and a great firework
"^0

and

quilting.

show every

Ibid ,10.

^^ Judge Jack Mathews, interview with author, January
8, 1992,

Galax, Virginia.

There was the

night.

But what

51

made

the Fair so successful

was

the fact that people

get together and visit friends

would

whom

Dunng

over the counties

its

momentum

during the Great

.

two events enabled Oldtime Bluegrass Music

the Great Depression,

emerge out of

the hills of the

of the culture.

The

Twin Counties and helped

it

to

enter into the mainstream

event was the building of the Blue Ridge Parkway in the

first

1930's, directing national attention to the region,

mid

all

they had not heard from since the

previous year. Unfortunately, the "Great Fair" lost

Depression

from

and the second event was the

beginning of the Galax Old Fiddlers' Convention. Nationwide, Appalachian

Mayor DaCosta Woltz and

Culture was discovered.

other businessmen in the

region began promoting local talent while major record companies signed bluegrass
contracts.
first

In 1935, the

Galax Moose Lodge started the Fiddlers' Convention. The

convention was held in the auditorium of the Galax High School and the

prize

was seventy-dollars and

Many

fifty cents.

during the convention like Kilby

Snow

notable

first

names were "discovered"

of Independence, Virginia,

who

now

is

considered a bluegrass legend."*^

As

the convention

grew

the event
In 1991

Fairgrounds in the following year.
Fiddler's Convention

which

People came worldwide
in the

downtown

is

moved from
,

held annually

to join in this event.

as tounst shop

over

fifty

^^2

Committee

in the

Main

for the convention, the circus

),

24.

Park

second week of August.

by day and attend the convention

(1976

to Felts

This annual event helps storekeepers

for the Bicentennial Celebration of Galax,

Celebration of Galax, VA,

gym

thousand people came to the

convention has benefited from downtown Galax as well.

backdrop of countless parades

the

at night.

But the

Street has been the

and the rodeo,

all

of

VA, the Bicentennial
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Race Day
is

at

Galax

in

looking west across

1905. This old photograph

what

is

now known

Figure 40, 41: Great Galax Fair
(

The Bicentennial of Galax, 1976)

as Felts

Park.

Note the covered wagons along the

53

Figure 42: The Galax Old Time Bluegrass
Fiddlers' Con\'ention
(

A. Aubrey Boone, The Face of Virginia,
(Baltimore:

148)

Bodme

&

Associates, 1967),

54

which happen

Park Fairgrounds.

in Felts

The History of Manufacturing and

Industry in Galax

After a manufacturer has secured a suitable location, the great questionthe greatest of

all

items in the debit column

is

the cost of production

and

this

item, to a great extent resolves itself into the cost of labor.

As

worry you. The citizens of the Galax

to the location, don't let that

have bought

two

sites for

industries. ..If

sound manufacturing proposition and
building

site

you are seeking a location for a

come

to Galax,

you can omit the

from your estimated cost of plant and equipment. This

donated by the

citizens.

sites fronting the

As

will

There are acres and acres of perfectly

Norfolk and Western Railway

for the second item, the cost of labor:

in the

I

will

be

level building

town of Galax.

do not believe

that there is

another section in the United States that can compete with us in this item.
Naturally you will enquire.

Is the

composed of people from

the

labor of an inferior grade? No!, Galax

Grayson, you won't find a sturdier and straighter people.

From
Galax.

the city's plan

was

laid out, space

and manufacturers. These

enterprise.
in the

'^^

the outset manufacturing has been the primary concern for the people of

When

factories

is

two surrounding counties of Carroll and

Self-made

men

sites

built plants,

was reserved

for the placement of

supported the American dream of private

produced goods, and made Galax notable

world of furniture, mirror production, and

textile

manufacturing. Through

the evolving process of industrialization Galax has enjoyed a tradition of

ownership and,

to this day, several factories are

still

owners. These families attend the same church, shop
the

same banks

operated by the original

at the

same shops and bank

as their employees."^

^^ Galax Board of Trade, The Ideal Manufacturing Conditions of Galax,
Virginia,
^'^

]9]4, Galax-Carroll Regional

Library, Galax,

home

VA.

Glenn Pless, interview with author, October 14, 1992, Galax, Virginia.

at
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This close relationship between labor and management has always been a
source of pride in Galax, and, consequently, labor grievances have been few.

some

In

cases laborers have ascended into the upper level of factory ownership and

management.
Galax has always been mainly a furniture making and

textile

town because of

the superior grade of coniferous timber in the surrounding Blue Ridge Highlands.

Furniture factories specialize in furniture ranging from bedroom suites to church

pews.

Soon

after

Galax was established. Captain John

investors started the Galax Furniture

Company which

Waugh and

several other

specialized in the production

of chairs and dressers and also started a cannery for the growing of vegetable
crops.

Unfortunately for

Waugh and

were both timber structures which were burned
Because of
until

to the

this disaster the furniture industry in

1919 when Galax Mayor John

F.

the factory

his investors,

and the cannery

ground around

1914.'*^

Galax did not really get started

Vass brought

in

John D. Bassett, organizer

of the largest furniture conglomerate in the worid and B.C. Vaughan, a young
furniture maker, both were from nearby

group of citizens
formulated the
Initially,

in the

initial

Henry County. The two men met with a

Masonic Hall above

the

Vass-Kapp Hardware Store and

plans for the Vaughan-Bassett Furniture

employment was

Company

in Galax.

three hundred and thirty-five people, but over the years

Vaughan-Bassett grew to employ over one thousand people. Vaughan-Bassett

opened

factories in neighboring North Carolina

and Tennessee. Vaughan-Bassett

has permanent exhibits in the American Furniture Mart in Chicago, the

New York

Furniture Exhibit and the High Point, North Carolina Showroom."*^
^^^Ed Cox, the Golden Anniversary of Galax, Virginia,

Hearster

,

ed.,(1956), 18.

later

1906-1956, Frank M.

56

One

of First Factories

Figure 43: The
(

.

.

.

Cannery at Present

Site of

Waugh Cannery

The Golden Anniversary

of Galax, Virginia)

^^ Galax Gazette, Rotogravure Sectioa March, 1937,

5.

Voughan-Bossett

57

B.

C VAUQHAN

VAUGHAN BASSETT FURNITURE COMPAN

Figures 44,45

:

Vaughan Furniture

{TJie Bicentennial

of Galax, 1976)

Figure 46 Vaughan- Bassett Furniture

{The Bicentennial of Galax, 1976)

Company

.

58

When
War

B.C.Vaughan's brother, Taylor G. Vaughan, returned from the

he came to Galax

to

work with

his brother at Vaughan-Bassett.

First

World

In 1925, after

generating enough local capital, Taylor Vaughan established the Vaughan Furniture

Company which

in all the important

showrooms

seventy-five people but the

Vaughan

bedroom and dining room

specialized in

in the country.

company grew

community

also served the

Initially

to support

furniture

which was featured

employed two hundred and

it

over five hundred people. Taylor

as senator for the fourteenth district of the General

Assembly of Virginia serving Galax and

the

Twin Counties,

a post his brother

previously held until his death in 1940.'*^

Perhaps the embodiment of the

self

made man

in

Galax was John Messer,

Messer has been called the "Horatio Alger of Galax," getting
manufacturing business
1927, Messer

came

to

at the

age of eleven

in

High

his start in the mirror

Point,

started a mirror silvering

Galax and

St..

North Carolina.

company

in a

In

shed

behind the Vaughan-Bassett factory with nothing more than a small workforce and
a pickup truck. From

this start

came

the

Galax Mirror Company which, by 1950,

had silvered more mirrors than any other mirror company

Messer

later

bought the Mt. Airy Mirror Company

Carolina (Page 59)

Messer added

in

in the

nearby Mount Airy, North

.''^

to his

list

of plants the

Webb

Furniture

Company

Twelve years

Company and

1948 he would buy the Carroll Furniture Company.

'^^

Committee

for the Bicentennial Celebration of Galax,

Celebration of Galax,

^^ Mike
July,

later,

Cabrill,

VV^,

( 1

976

"Success Story"

1950 (Richmond, VA.

:

),

in

(established in

Messer would buy the old Galax Furniture

1925) in 1933.
in

United States.

All of these

VA, the Bicentennial

11

the Virginia and the Virginia County,

Virginia Press,

1950), 30.
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HARRIS-MARSHALL
HOSIERY MILLS, INC.
MANUFACTURERS
GALAX, VIRGINIA

«^V^

H.

L.

^^^^i

Pi\RRis, President

Charles
J.

\^'.

H.

and Treasurer

Marshall, lice-President

Keg LEY.

Secretary

Figure 50: Harris-Marshall Hosiery Mills
(Virginia andtfie Virginia County, July,
1950,

p.

5i;

61

factories
its

combine

to

form the conglomerate known as Messer Industries which

heyday employed over eight hundred people. Today Messer

in

industries only has

the mirror division."^^

In 1937, a group of citizens from Galax and Col. T. Gilbert

Railroad persuaded the Carnation Milk

milk plant

in Galax.

By

Company of Wisconsin

Wood
to

of the

N&W

open a condensed

1956, Carnation Milk would have an annual payroll of

over two hundred and forty thousand dollars which generated over two million
dollars revenue for the local dairy

economy. Unfortunately, Carnation closed

its

plants in the 1960s.50

The

textile industry has

The Galax

Knitting

been another strong contributor to the Galax Economy.

Company

established in 1924

Galax Knitting was established by

employed both men and women.

J.T. Pollard

who came from

the

Robbins

Corporation of High Point, North Carolina.^'

Burlington Mills of Burlington, North Carolina,
established the Galax
slip covers.

It

Weaving

of 1937,

Plant which produces upholstery, drapery, cloth and

has grown to become one of the large factories in Galax.^^

Harris-Marshall Hosiery Mills, Inc.,
assets are

in the spring

worth over one million

Galax and opjened a plant

company asked

in

dollars.

was begun
In 1955,

in

1945 by H. L. Harris.

The Haines Company came

an older factory on South Main

the city to help raise one million dollars to

Street.

match privately raised

50 Committee for the Bicentennial Celebration of Galax, VA, the Bicentennial

{^^7S

),}3.

5^ Ibid, 14.

5^ Munsey M. Poole, "When Industry Takes the Lead"
Virginia County, July,

1950 (Richmond, VA.

:

in

the Virginia and the

Virginia Press,

to

In 1960, the

"^^ibjd, 31.

Celebration of Galax, VA,

Its

1950), 29.
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Figure 51: Messer Industries
(Virginia

and

the Virginia County, July, 1950, p. 32)

63

Onr

riHitn in ihr ronilciiaurr plant al Cjila

Figure 52: Carnation Plant at Galax
{Virginia

and

the Virginia County, July, 1950, p. 42)

64

DIXON LUMBER COMPANY.

Figures 53,54,55: Timber Industries in Galax
(Bicentennial of Galax, Virginia)

INC.

65

NES KNITTING

....

,

COMPANY

^ jQ^^^SS^^^
AMERICAN MIRROR COMPANY.

BLue RIDGE TRANSFER

Figures 56,57,58: Industries of Galax
{Bicentennial of Galax, Virginia)

CO

INC-

INC
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funds to help finance a larger plant in Galax. The Carroll- Grayson Development

Corporation agreed to help and the

Galax Industrial

new Haines

site

marked

the beginning of the

Park.^-^

In 1957, the Galax

Development Corporation was founded by A.G.

large scale appliance dealer and store owner,

who

acted as president.

Pless, a

Besides

helping the Haines Corporation, Galax Development assisted in the development of
the Bluefield

Church Furniture Company,

Wonderknit Corporation which replaced

As a

result of large

amounts of

Company was founded

in

1932

the old

is

Galax Knitting

furniture production, the

one of the most

was founder and

visible

companies

Blue Ridge Transfer
products and raw

president.

Today, the

in Galax. ^^

In the 1970s, several of these factories either closed

competitors.

Company.^

to transfer furniture, textile

material in and out of Galax. Jack Stanley

Blue Ridge Transfer

Sawyers Furniture Company, and the

the

down

or

merged with

The Galax Development Corporation disbanded and was replaced by

a broader development corporation, called the Southwestern Virginia Development
Corporation, which worked as an umbrella

and communities pooled

company comprised of several

together to lure business to the region.

counties

Also, Galax

belongs to the Certified Business Location Program in which the state works in
connecting business with interested communities.

These programs help Galax's economy, however,
it

for

Galax

to really prosper

needs local, dedicated jjeople like John Messer or Jack Stanley to use vision and

drive to start a business and help

it

grow and

flourish.

Galax also needs more

^^ Committee for the Bicentennial Celebration of Galax, VA, the Bicentennial
Celebration of Galax, W\,

^^ Glenn

(1976

),

18.

Pless, interview with author,

October 14, 1991, Galax,

55 Galax Gazette, Rotogravure Section. March,

1

937,

8.

Virginia.

men
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John Vass or Glenn Pless

like

to take responsible risks, recruit

new

industry, and

continue the legacy of private enterprise.

The Galax Downtown, 1928-1992

As Galax grew

the businesses in the

downtown became more and more

established and the timber framed store structures were gradually replaced by the

more permanent
the

new

edifices built of brick. This change of building materials reflected

prosperity that the

The key

furniture industry

were erected

in the brick stores that

West Grayson

new

had brought

in the twenties

on South Main Street and on

Street.

buildings that were built or altered and which began to define the

structure of the entire
the First National

downtown of Galax were

Bank

the banking institutions.

the

In 1922,

sold their original building which had been built in 1908, to

the City of Galax. Instead, they built a neoclassical edifice
Street

This can be seen

in.

on the comer of Main

and Grayson Street while the City of Galax used the prior bank building as

Town

Hall.

In 1930, the Peoples State
the Great Depression.

Bank

In 1937, a

collapsed due to financial troubles caused by

group

oi

investors bought the Farmers and

Merchants Bank of nearby Sylvatus,Virginia, and relocated

in

Galax.

The bank

occupied the old Peoples State Bank Building on East Grayson

Street.

Bank

who remodeled

sold

its

building to one of

bank building's facade.

its

directors, Joe

Bank.56

Parsons,

In 1964, the Farmers and Merchants

building on the corner of Center Street and

would be taken over by

W.

the

Main

Street.

moved

Ten years

Bank of Virginia which would

In 1949, the

later

to a

later this

the

new
bank

become Signet

68
Today, there are four banking

owned and operated by

institutions in

downtown Galax,

all

out of town banking corporations reflecting the theory that

locally run banks are a thing of the past.

These banks

Dominion Bank which

are:

Bank on

occupies the old First National Building, Patrick Henry National

comer of Center and Main

Street, Signet National

Bank

and Main, and Sovran National Bank on North Main

During the twenties, department

Downtown.

of which are

stores

also

on

the

the

comer of Center

Street.

came

to

Galax and located

In 1925 the regional department store chain, Belk's,

moved

in the

into three

buildings, each of them connected to form a large store on

West Grayson.

Globman's, a chain of stores based

moved

in Martinsville, Virginia,

around the block from Belk's on Main
relocated to the

motorway

strip,

Globman's went out of business

Also during the

was

grander hotel
hotel

was

windows.

the
It

Hotel gave

among

summer, a casualty of

the current recession.

which

reflected the town's

was located on
to a

the

Texaco

new

prosperity.

July

others,

56 Glenn

1,

and a

The new

large

three story brick building with large arched

comer of Main and Center

Filling Station

which

Street.

just recently

The

old Central

became a Citco

and the old Waugh Hotel was replaced by a Post Office

station,

On

and shortly afterwards, went out of business.

last

Bluemont Hotel, a

way

Street. ^^ In the early fifties, Belk's

1920's, the small old hotels gradually disappeared

built

1929

in

in

1937.^8

1925, Doctor John Caldwell, along with Dr. R. H. Edwards

opened the

first

Galax Hospital and

Pless, interview with author,

Clinic. ^^

March 11, 1992, Galax,

5^ Advertisement, the Golden Anniversary of Galax,
Franl< M.

Hearster

58 Glenn

Pless, interview with author,

,

This hospital was

Virginia,

Virginia.

1906-1956,

ed.,(1956), 23, 24.

March 11, 1992, Galax,

S^Galax Gazette, Rotogravure Section March, 1937, 13.
.

Virginia.
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YESTERDAY AND TODAY - These

two pictures show the progress made In
downtown Galax area over the years. The top photo was made In the thirlast
month
from approximately the same spot
photo
was
made
The
bottom
ties.
the

Figure 58: View of Main Street

(Galax Gazette)

70
located on

West Center

Street a block

due to competition from two other

Twin County

was

Hospital

such

It

later closed

down

modem

four story, one hundred and

on the edge of town thus ending an era of

downtown^.

small private medical care in the

Movie houses

In 1974, a
built

Street.

one owned by Dr. Virgil Cox and the

hospitals,

other one by Dr. Robert Waddell.

four bed

up from Main

are usually not

deemed an

institution but the

movie functioned as

During the 1930s and 1940s Galax had two movie palaces which

in Galax.

were the main gathering place of the downtown

town palaces was

the Colonial Theatre located

at night.

The

first

of these small

on Main Street near Center

Street.

This theatre, managed by Frank Holdren, enjoyed a virtual monopoly in the

downtown
Grayson

for ten years. ^l

Street to

Rex Theatre opened on East

In the 1940s, the

compete with the older Colonial Theatre. Both theatres went out

of business in the 1960s. They were replaced by motion picture theaters on the

highway

strip

which are able

to

show

several

movies

at

one time making them more

profitable.

Another change was the solution

problem

to the flooding

finally resolved during the 1940s.

town a group of

citizens led

problems of Chestnut Creek

After a flood destroyed

by Glenn Pless went

to

much

,

a

of the

Washington for Creek

channeling assistance money.

Focusing on the war

War.

home.

Many
The

of Galax's

effort,

Galax saw

men and women

little

growth during the Second World

participated both

on the front

city raised over fifteen million dollars in "E" class

^0 Committee

line

and

war bonds. 62

for the Bicentennial Celebration of Galax, VA, the Bicentennial

Celebration of Galax,

VA (1976

61 Galax Gazette, August,
Library, Galax, VA.

),

25

,26.

1936- March, 1948,

at

Galax-Carroll Regional

71
Parallel

the

to

boom

growth, Galax experienced a

nations

as

industry,

population.and productivity blossomed.

By

qualified as a second class city in the

1954, Galax

Commonwealth
would grow

Virginia. Swelled with optimistic pride, townfolk predicted the city

twenty-five thousand by 1971.

remained stable since
the first

then.

of
to

This did not happen, but Galax's population has

Since most of the town's fabric was built in the 1920s,

wave of renovation and remodelling occured

During the 1970s and 80s

in the 1950s.

^

the business strip along the Hillsville

Highway

(U.S. 58/221) prospered, usurping the long taken-for-granted relationship between

downtown

the

components

city

and

its

people.

developed on

all

Civic, institutional, secular, and residential

this strip.

The downtown banks, churches, and

businesses attempted to compete with their counterparts on the strip by erecting
large signs and drive-through
still

fled to the strip for

its

windows

but this had

little

effect

downtown merchants and

Galax Downtown Association. This association was created

downtown

created by

Downtown Manager

The National Trust

restructuring of

citizens

formed the

to help reverse the

for the

Main

Street

Mr.Troy Clark was

Approach, a program

for Historic Preservation, to organize the

downtowns by analyzing

design, organization, promotion and

economic restructuring.^
^2 Munsey M. Poole, Capital Galax
July,

63
6^*

1950 (Richmond, VA.

Ibid,

:

,

in

the Virginia and the Virginia County,

Virginia Press,

1950), 15.

16.

K.W.Poore

&

who

of Galax. This group sought state assistance by

consulting with the National Trust For Historic Preservation.

appointed as the

the public

"newness" and convenience.

In 1988, a group of concerned

continual decline of the

on

Associates, Inc.

Community Development Consultants,

.

72
Besides supporting these committees, the

The consulting

consulting firm.

firm, K.

state

donated a grant used to hire a

W. Poore of Richmond, evaluated

the

condition of the downtown. Their findings concluded that despite the disrepair of

most buildings,

the entire

downtown

qualified as a National Historic District.

Furthermore, they found that the downtown possessed only forty-seven parking
places

compared

on

the strip.

all

new

to the

seemingly unlimited (approximately 500) parking spaces

While resolving

downtown parking

situation, the firm

decided that

spots should be within two- hundred feet from the main stores and civic

buildings (this

With

is

the typical walking distance of a

downtown). ^^

the evaluation complete, the City of Galax applied for a

Improvement Grant from
in the

the

the

Commonwealth

second round of submission.

streetscape

improvement

started with the design

,

street

of Virginia which they were awarded

Despite the political delay, street and

Mattem and Craig Engineers and Landscape
While the

Block

and supervision conducted by

Architects from Roanoke, Virginia.

improvement project was coming

to

an end in 1991, a second

phase of street improvements began under the direction of the Hill Landscape
Studio and Dewberry and Davis both from Roanoke, Virgmia.

The

Hill Studio

designed a pocket park on Grayson Street and a Farmer's Market on North Main
Street

During
Hillsville

this

year of

Highway

instant success with

Main

downtown renovation

Strip.

its

As

& Mattern &

selling

combined with

Ibid,

28.

cities,

the

Wal-mart was an

approach that mimics the mythical
their discount prices

and department

Craig Consulting Engineers, Roanoke, VA,

Galax Revitalization Plan, March 1989,17.

65

new Wal-mart opened on

most other American

"homespun"

Street attentive salesman

Richmond, VA

in

a

Downtown

73
store selection.

history.

Even today,

sales are ever increasing despite the current

economic

Wal-mart's philosophy has severely undermined not only America's

downtown

stores but, interestingly, Wal-mart's competitors sharing the

In any case, small

They must

downtown

stores just

same

strip.

do not have

the resources to compete.

new

original approaches in the

think of their assets in the past and of

future. 66

In conclusion, Galax presents a

new

religious principle such as found in

type of town in Virginia.

New

Not founded on

England town planning nor founded

establish governmental authority as in an old Virginia courthouse town,

common

established for the

democratic setting for
Historically the

The

person and manufacturies.

common

people to

start

to

Galax was

city offered a

new businesses and

to succeed.

town has sought economic opportunity and holds perhaps higher

esteem for the private entrepreneur than for the Revolutionary or Confederate hero.

At

the

same

time, the town's climate has nurtured a strict code of decency and fair

play that has been extolled by the four dominant churches in the
is

Galax's strongest asset;

its

true essence.

the evolution of this spirit and

it

In the following sections

I

I

believe this
will explore

can be preserved and furthermore,

how

it

downtown of Galax.

preserve the

Galax

how

city.

is

now

and probably for

center,

and

be fully

satisfied in

let

all

time will be the business

us convince you that your

66 Hugh Sidney, "The

home

instinct will

our community. 67

Two

Sides of the

Sam Walton

Legacy",

in

Time, April 20,

1992, 51-52.
°' Galax Board of Trade, The Ideal Manufacturing Conditions of Galax,

Wrg/n/a, 1914, Galax-Carroll Regional Library, Galax, VA.

can

)

74

construction

Figure 59: Views of Galax
(

Bicentennial of Galax

75

L..^:r^^lrFigures 60,61: Views of Galax
(Jeff

Mathews Museum)

75

Figures 60,61: Views of Galax
(Jeff

Mathews Museum)

76

Figures 62,63: Views of Galax
(Jeff

Mathews Museum)

77

Figure 64: Parade on Main Street
(Jeff

Mathews Museum)

Part I Chapter 4 The Role of the Gridiron and the Articulation
of Institutions in

Galax

It is

necessary to define precisely

order to clarify understanding.

how

three terms are used in this chapter in

"Gridiron"

a network of uniformly spaced

is

horizontal and perpendicular lines usually used in the layout of roads. "Institution"

defines a significant practice, relationship, or organization in a society which carries

some form of

contract or agreement.

It

corporation, especially, of public character

.

is

an established organization or

"Covenant"

a formal, solemn and

is

binding agreement between two or more parties.^

The City

is

the

form and symbol of an integrated

the seat of the

Temple, the market, the

Here

learning.

manifolded;

in the city the

here

is

hall

social relationship:

goods of civilization are multiplied and

where human experience

is

transformed into viable

signs, symbols, patterns of conduct, systems of order.

Here

issues of civilization are focused: here, too, ritual passes
the active

drama of a

fiilly

it is

of justice, the academy of

differentiated

and

is

where the

on occasion into

self conscious society.69

-Lewis Mumford, The Culture of Cities.

Lewis Mumford's eloquent

definition of city truly describes

how cities

in

terms

of institutions celebrate our existence and bond us into a community.
Whether

New York
human

City or Galax, the primary purpose of a city

interaction.

68 Webster's Ninth

Webster,

Institutions are

New

tiie

is to

serve as a device for

major components of tiie city

Collegiate Dictionary. (Springfield. Mass:

1983).

6^ Lewis Mumford, The Culture of

Cities,

1938),3.

78

it is

(New York: Harvest Press,

that sponsor

Merriam

79
Through

interaction.

the institution people gather together

and agree

to a contract

or covenant which binds the people to the institution and
vice-versa. Through this
institutional

covenant a "system of order"

articulated in these contracts
culture.

Thus

it is

produced.

The

beliefs

and values

and covenants express the beliefs and values of

the study, understanding,

which determine

institutions

is

and revitalization of the role of key

the survival of a

downtown. Humans develop

relationships and share in the responsibility and benefits of an
institution.

paying citizens

in a

and the

Tax

governmental structure, tithing members of a church, or

shareholders in a bank or other financial institution,
institution

their

entire

community.

serve as foundations for the

all

Their support confirms or negates the vitality

of a community. Institutions are the armature.

Throughout
structure of the

also the value

the history of

town has

we

Urban Planning

place on the covenant that

Town form

North America, the hierarchy and

reflected the role our institutions have in our

and perhaps most defined, example of
the Pueblo

in

New

in

we have made with

this structure

was

the

them.

Law

towns and

The

earliest,

of the Indies and

Spain dunng the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries.^0

A
town

set

of drafted guidelines. The

in the

colony of

New

Law

of the Indies described in detail

Spain should be laid out and

writings of Vitruvius, these guidelines specified that

plaza set within a gridiron of residential
institutions placed in clear

streets.

all

built.

towns should have a central

The plaza would contain only two

and prominent view, the office of the royal colonial

Spain were clearly expressed
A.E.J. Morris, History of

Second

Edition,

(New

a

Influenced by the

government and the church. The two primary influences upon the

70

how

in their institutions, the

king and the church."^'

Urban Form, Before the

York: John Wiley

citizens of

Industrial Revolutions,

&Sons) 68-75.

New

80

In the sixteenth century

two

States,

on

the Eastern

distinct groups of English settlers built

hierarchical view of institutions.
settlers

Seaboard of what

formed clustered

In

what was

to

villages surrounding an

now

is

the United

towns reflecting their

become New England, Puritan

open space or

common where

the

meetinghouse would stand, singled out and dominant The meetinghouse, simple

in

form, rich in meaning, symbolized the Puritan view of community and the
superior,unquestionable role of God.^^
In Virginia, however,

the institution that gathered the

most people was the

courthouse, which was the seat of local government in the colony. Situated
in the
center of the county

,

the courthouse

complex was comprised of the court building,

the clerk's office, the tavern, and perhaps, the law offices.

complex

in colonial Virginia

over the citizens of Virginia

symbolized the role of the

civil

The courthouse

law under the crown

."^

All three examples, the Pueblo of old

New

Spain, the

the Virginia Courthouse complex, reflect a culture that

New

England village and

was made up of people who

shared similar cultural values and beliefs. These values and beliefs
were expressed
in design

upon

the land

which John Stilgoe

reflected the old world ideas of land use and

refers to as the Landschaft."^"^

community involvement.

John Reps, The Making of Urban America, A History of City Planning
United States, (Princeton,

John

New

R. Stilgoe,

T. Price,

in

of America,

1

580- 7 845,

The

Central Courthouse Square
Vol. LVIII,

1968 (New

in

R. Stilgoe,

(

the American Countv Seat

York:

The American

Georaphical Society, 1968), 37,38.

John

the

Yale Univ. Press, 1982), 46-49.

The Geographical Review,

(New Haven,

until

Princeton Univ. Press, 1965), 26-43.

Common American Landscape

Haven, Conn.:

73 Edward
in

N.J.:

Not

Common American Landscape

Conn.:

of America, 1580-1845,

Yale Univ. Press, 1982), 12-20.

It

81

the latter part of the seventeenth century did a

World precedent, emerge from

this continent.

gridiron form and intergrated public space.

of William Penn

in Philadelphia,

new

type of town, based on Old

This was a plan that celebrated the

The town was

the

"Holy Experiment"

Pennsylvania.^^

This form of urban structure,the gridiron, responded well to the new culture of

America.

This culture consisted of diverse people

Christianity in a variety of ways.

any one group or individual;
Philadelphia,

no

street

In theory, this culture

Ideally,

comer was any

it

who viewed God and
showed no preference

was seen as a culture of

better than another

tolerance.

to

In

and no square was held in

higher esteem than another. Here the idea and legend of the "self made"

man was

where Benjamin Franklin bought

his three

Accordingly, Philadelphia

born.

is

pennyworth of bread and proceeded

made men

this

become one of

the

most prominent

self-

country has ever produced.76

Embraced by

the people, this

West. Land developers and

economic

to

later

model of town planning eventually spread

on railroad companies used the gridiron for

low cost of laying out and

abilities, its

light of these material values, the gridiron plan

plan of Washington D.

C, by

to the

its

its

higher yield in land profits. In

was deemed

sufjerior to the

Baroque

L'Enfant or the curvilinear plans of Olmstead.

Despite the different agendas that called for the use of the gridiron in the later part of
the eighteenth century

and early part of the nineteenth century, the

town model was the most prevalent and most used town form
by the

65

late nineteenth century.

A.E.J. Morris, History of

(New

Second

Edition,

^^ John

R. Stilgoe,

(New Haven,

in the

United States

This town plan and design defined and stmctured

Urban Form, Before the Industrial Revolutions,

York: John Wiley &Sons)

216-19.

Common American Landscape

Conn.:

modem gridiron

Yale Univ. Press, 1982), 96.

of America, 1580-1845,

82

the city of Galax.

Why was the

use of the gridiron town form chosen for Galax?

believe that the

I

make

founders of the City of Galax were conscious of their decision to
independent

city.

The founders were men of the

to create a city that differed

from the

twentieth century and they aimed

city like

Galax emerged placed on

the county line dividing Carroll and Grayson County in such a

way

that the division

and needs with both counties. Therefore, the town form differed

balanced

its

from the

traditional Virginia town.

assets

a community

classic old Southern tradition of

dominated by the county government. Instead, a

a truly

never developed because,

firstly,

A

courthouse square or a civil public space

Galax was not a county

seat,

and secondly,

because Galax used the gridiron plan typical of many of the small Southern
manufacturing towns.

same manner

as the

Its hall

bank or

for bringing people together

a richer

life

of government occupied a

was

to

in

do business and

to

lot

much

in the

Galax, the primary objective

make

profits in order to live

than their parents.

This urge to manufacture
countless other towns.

The

reflected in the

is

town form of Galax as well as

gridiron and business ethic reflect

the nineteenth century, Americans

...a

Here

the Post Office.

comer

became what Daniel Walker

new

priorities.

Howe calls:

people with a high valuation of rational order which could be traced to

the Enlightenment

and the Newtonian cosmology

that

went with

it.

This

rigorous restructure of order that occurred during this period could be seen
in not only their

view of

classical physics but also in the rigid

governmental authority and the

rigid self

governed the way they spent the hours of the day.

^^ Daniel Walker Howe, "Victorian Culture

breakdown of

imposed time schedules which

in

^

America"in Victorian America,

Daniel Walker Howe, ed. (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,

1977) 18-20.

In

83
This rigid scheduling of time, which emerged

in the nineteenth

century in

America, developed a new perception of time which Edward T. Hall described as

"monochronic time." ^^ According

to Hall,

monochronic people compartmentalize

time and tasks in separate blocks, instead of dealing with time and tasks
simultaneously which
I

is

the prevalent

way

in

some other countries7^

believe that the preference of laying out gridirons of towns without public

squares or plazas and the perception of monochronic time formed

new

perception of

public space in which people would congregate and conduct business. This

main

space, the

monochronic

street,

functioned in and reflected the linear structure of

time.

On Main

Street, businesses

compartmentalized

in a planned, processional,

linear fashion instead of being grouped in a cluster or market setting
in squares or plazas.

On Main

Street a person could

go

to the

druggist for medicine, and the hardware store for a bag of
nails in a processional, systematic

The

downtown's
a

way

that

is

determined by

institutions.

one

institution

is

found

baker for bread, the

common, one penny

on the gridiron of a

helps to determine the unique character of a town.

particular structure

which

way.

processional structure of merchants and residences

downtown

new

the placement

Since the gridiron of

cities like

I

believe the

and treatment of the

Galax

is

designed in such

does not receive spatial preference in the form of green

spaces or squares over another institution, the placement of institutions such as the

bank, city hall and the churches becomes crucial in the determination of the
character and essence.

78 Edward

T. Hall,

The Hidden Dimension, (Garden

Books, 1966), 163.
''^ibid,

163.

City, NY.

:

Doubleday

city's

84
These ideas and

their influences

section on institutions.
States

how

and examine

company

how William Penn used

briefly

the

it

to design Philadelphia,

I

will then discuss

how

the contrived placement of each institution in the

reinforced the meaning and the civic covenant behind

have added further

to the deterioration of Galax's

behind the preservation of key institutions

its

downtown

institutions reflected

revitalization.

The

in

is

waxing.

and

which

downtown. The understanding
Galax

is vital

and of utmost

physical presence of the institutions reflects the

presence of these institutions has decayed or
of that institution

of

placement. In conclusion,

covenant between the institutions and the people of Galax.

vitality

later

this gridiron

will discuss the removal, alteration and/or decline of specific institutions

importance in

and

ventures in the gridiron towns of the West will also clarify the

Galax and how the architectural expression of particular

I

United

town developer. Discussion of the

rationale behind the development of Galax.

was defined by

be further explored in the

will

will explore the evolution of the gridiron in the

was perhaps exploited by

his plan

railroad

1

on the gridiron

More

is

removed,

importantly,

it

it

Once

the physical

clearly indicates that the

symbolizes a decline in

the vitality and well being of the entire community.

The

"Classic" Gridiron of Galax

To

understand the history and evolution of built form in Galax, one must

understand the history of the gridiron. Lewis

of Cities

Mumford

pointed out in his Culture

that the origins of the gridiron literally derived

farming culture of plowing ordered
orthogonal. ^^ This

is

ironic

from transforming the

fields into the layout of streets

on the

and particularly interesting because, according to local

85

oral history, the streets of

As mentioned

Galax were actually carved out by a mule and plow.^^

before, William Penn's plan of Philadelphia, designed

and

laid

out in 1681, can be seen as the prototype for Galax. Penn's Philadelphia plan was
revolutionary in the English settlement of the
ideas of religious toleration and
that differed greatly

from

its

counterparts in

to

name

many

a few, encouraged

New

In Philadelphia, the

England and Virginia which were

restricted religious

and moral viewpoints.

German, Swiss and Moravian

peoples, English, Irish,

its

World.

different nationalities led to the formation of a city

composed of one type of person with
Philadelphia, a city of

New

people to develop various trades and

life styles

from

building construction to husbandry. Moreover,with the formation of the Liberties

land by Penn, Philadelphia achieved a clear distinction of town and country. This

condition had not emerged completely in the strictly agricultural

New Haven was

villages.

the only exception since

from the landschaft

differing

traditions of the

its

village

The navigable

rivers

Thomas

to

compare with

and the booming cash crop temporarily

Jefferson summarized the reasons

^^ Lewis Mumford, The Culture of

Cities,

grid

Old World.^^

the pressing need to form a large urban city.^^
Virginia,

England

was based on a

Meanwhile, the Colony of Virginia had no urban centers
Philadelphia.

New

(New

jn his

why

stalled

Notes on the State of

there

were so few urban

York: Harvest Press,

1938), 52.
^^

Glenn Pless, interview with author, October 14, 1991, Galax, Virginia.
82 John Reps, The Making of Urban America, A History of City Planning in the

United States, (Princeton,

John

R. Stilgoe,

Haven, Conn.:
83 John

Princeton Univ. Press, 1965), 126-129.

of America, 1580-1845,

(

Common American Landscape

Conn.:

of America, 1580-1845,

Yale Univ. Press, 1982), 70-73.

also

New

Yale Univ. Press, 1982), 17- 30.

R. Stilgoe,

(New Haven,

N.J.:

Common American Landscape

86

centers:

intersected with navigable waters, and trade

Our Country being much

of
brought generally to our doors instead of our being obliged to go in quest
of
any
towns
have
no
we
why
causes
the
of
one
has probably been
it

consequence.

84

There were attempts, however,

Both of these colonies had
Francis Nicholson

.

to

make urban

capitals designed

centers in Virginia and Maryland.

by an English nobleman named

Nicholson served as royal governor of both Maryland and

During his tenure
Virginia in the late sixteenth century to early seventeenth century.
Williamsburg,
as governor he designed both Annapolis, Maryland, 1695, and
Virginia, 1699.

Baroque

style

Both of these

city plans reflected Nicholson's preference for the

which was the popular English

Each of these town

style of the era.

placing
plans celebrated the importance of the royal and religious institutions by

them

in

advantageous

sites.

Williamsburg accomplished

Annapolis accomplished

this

with

long axial vistas.

this

with circles and

However, these grand

of
statements of urban design did not reflect the values and aspirations of the people

Maryland and

Virginia.

For example, one Virginian, Robert Beverly, laughed at

Nicholson, criticizing his design that incorporated the
city plan in

memory

urban design did not

letters

"W" and

"

M"

into the

of King William and Queen Mary. Since these experiments in
reflect the beliefs of their inhabitants, these

towns would never

experience the success or impact of Philadelphia.*"

The New England

villages and Nicholson's efforts at Annapolis

84 Thomas Jefferson, Notes on the State of
Abernathy, ed.(

New

Virginia [1

785]

,

Thomas

and

Perkins

York: Harper, 1964), 103.

83 John Reps, the Making of Urban America, A History of
United States, (Princeton,

N.J.:

City Planning in the

Princeton Univ. Press, 1965), 105-111.

87

Williamsburg demonstrate towns
the

communities into agrarian

that

life

embody Old World

feudal structure locking

and worship of both god and royal authority.

Penn's ambitious goals and plans of Philadelphia reflected the cultural realizations

of the time.

Society was changing from a

dictating nobility, to a

middle class

built

on

One European
ideals for

new

more opportunist

static social structure, restricted

Pennsylvania boasted a

setting.

rising

the solid social foundation of mercantile capitalism.^

event (actually English) allowed

men

to express their

city types, the design competition for the rebuilding of

the Great Fire of 1666.

Two

urban

London

after

of the resulting designs reflected the English

Baroque

nobility's preference for the
particulair period of

new

by a

style

which was prevalent during

English history. Plans submitted by Sir Christopher

that

Wren and

John Evelyn incorporated a spiderweb network of diagonal boulevards intersecting
at circles

ideals of

Two

and ovals. Yet,there were also submissions that reflected the middle class

economic and

political

equality.^

submissions illustrated

England, the

this

emerging equality

plans submitted by Robert

in sixteenth

century

Hooke and Richard Newcourt. Hooke, a

physics and astronomy professor at Gresham College, proposed a simple,
undeviating grid with four square greenspaces.

Each of these squares served as

market places and parks for the general public not for the

nobility.

Newcourt's similiar plan elaborated on Hooke's main ideas. Comprised of a
simple undeviated grid, the plan had five open squares with four of them centered
in the four quadrants of the

^^ John

R. Stilgoe,

(New Haven,
^^

Conn.:

new

section of London, and the fifth square

Common American Landscape

of America,

1

was

580- 1 845,

Yale Univ. Press, 1982), 92.

John Reps, The Mal<ing of Urban America, A History of City Planning

United States, (Princeton,

N.J.:

Princeton Univ. Press, 1965), 15.

in

the

Each of these four quadrants squares

centered in the middle of the four squares.

would served

as the foci of activity for that particular quadrant, while the center

square, designed to be the size of

The Newcourt

activity for the entire district.

block of the

city.

It is

four squares combined, served as the focus of

all

thought that

plan also designed a garden for each

plan served as Penn's model for

this particular

the design of Philadelphia.^

important to note that Penn's plan was almost bilaterally symmetrical.

It is

Philadelphia was not a city with one dominate focus;
foci.

open
as

to diversity to a people

most

New

emerged

and

tasks.

Not

is

capital of a

theory

an agricultural center,
colony like Annapolis

Philadelphia encompassed multi-faceted characteristics as

as being one of the first

[Philadelphia]

city of several equal

city, at least, in

entirely a pxDrt or

England towns and not acting as the

Common American Landscape

modern

John Stilgoe

cities.

in his

book

it

the

of America, 1580-1845, explains:

engineered to accept and order change, and especially to

order growth... Far more importantly
society as mercantile capitalism
hierarchy objectified in so

many

it

recognized the changing nature of

was slowly destroying the order of

landschaften.

In theory, Penn's plan enabled a

^

more democratic use of land

Although Philadelphia's proximity

hierarchical order.
rivers

was a

This equal distribution of open civic places made the

or Williamsburg,

It

it

since the lots had

no

to natural features such as

and harbors greatly influenced the value of the property, the property owner

still

had some influence

°°

A.E.J. Morris, History of

Second
89 John

Edition,

(New

R. Stilgoe,

(New Haven,

in increasing the value of his lot in the

This was noted

Urban Form, Before the Industrial Revolutions,

York: John Wiley &Sons), 221.

Common American Landscape

Conn.:

cit>'.

of America, 1580-1845,

Yale Univ. Press, 1982), 94.

89
by Benjamin Franklin when he
that

its

"

one

street

comer with

its

first

arrived in Philadelphia from Boston

tavern

tavern. "^^ This equality allowed

was no

men

better than another street

and found

comer with

like Franklin to raise their status

wealth through hard work, knowledge and good fortune.
Philadelphia the most esteemed American virtue was

bom,

It

the

was

said that in

power and

ability

of the individual. ^^

^° Benjamin
B.

91

Franklin,

Nye, ed. (Boston:

John

R. Stilgoe,

(New Haven,

Conn.:

Autobiography of Benjamin

Houghton

Franl<lin,[]

7 S8], Russel

Press, 1958), 40.

Common American Landscape
Yale Univ. Press, 1982),

and

of America, 1580-1845,

90

Figure 65: Newcourt Plan of London

(John Reps, The Making of Urban America,

United States, (Princeton,

N.J.:

A

History of City Planning in the

Pnnceton Univ. Press, 1965), 15,1

15.)

Figure 66: Penn Plan of Philadelphia

(John Reps, The Making of Urban America,

United States, (Princeton,

N.J.:

A

History of City Planning in the

Princeton Univ. Press, 1965), 15,1 15.)
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The most prominent model
in Philadelphia.

aspirations

and

for grid

town planning

in

America was established

This model reflected both the mercantile and middle class

fulfilled the

American

application and occupation.

desire for expediency of equality in both

Moreover, Philadelphia served as a model city for

encompassing the scale of human beings. John Reps explains
book, The Making of Urban America,

A

this point in his

History of City Planning in the United

States:

The Philadelphia of Penn and Holme while large by colonial standards,
was a city in which the human figure was never dwarfed by either the
plan or the buildings.

All parts of the city could be reached by foot,

and even the chief buildings remained almost domestic
clearly intended a
distinction

in size.

They

compact yet uncrowded settlement with sharp

between the urban core and the

rural region.92

This combination of the gridiron's uniform distribution of land and the
importance of the human scale led

dominant value

in the cultural

to

what Wilbur Zelinsky considers "the most

cosmos of

the American, the value of the individual

worth and achievement. " ^^

As

the nineteenth century progressed,

American westward migration was well

underway. Most of these settlement expeditions made
in their

the

new western

common

use of the gridiron

towns. Reps explains:

overwhelming majority of American towns were begun and extended

Much

on

the gridiron plan.

its

intrinsic ease in surveying,

its

simple appeal to unsophisticated minds, stemmed from the position and

of the early impetus to the grid plan, aside from
its

adaptability to speculative activities,

and

^^ John Reps, The Making of Urban America, A History of City Planning
United States, (Princeton,

N.J.:

in

the

Princeton Univ. Press, 1965), 120.

^^ Wilbur Zelinsky, The Cultural Geography of the United States, (Englewood
Cliffs,

N.J.:

Prentice

Hall,

1973), 38.

92
influence of Philadelphia.
as a

much used

As

the

Philadelphia lent

its

on the continent and

city

plan as well as capital to aid in the establishment of

towns beyond the Appalachians.

By the mid

most important

point of departure for westward migrations to the interior,

nineteenth century, the Philadelphia gridiron model had

dominant town form used
Pittsburgh were

all

in

new

^
become

the

America. Reading, Allentown, Lancaster, York and

based on the Philadelphia plan.95

As

settlement west of the

Appalachians increased, the use of the Philadelphia gridiron plan became widely
distributed

by a new kind of town builder

in the

United States, the land developer.

These town developers, realizing the ease of laying out the gridiron and also the
satisfaction

it

with the people, used the grid plan form exclusively.

left

example, Philadelphia directly influenced the town development ventures

For

in Cairo,

Illinois.

Cairo, located at the confluence of the

founded by Darius B. Holbrook

in

1835.

Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, was
Holbrook realized the financial

opportunity of building a port town at the strategic juncture of two

With much

lanes.

Holbrook reinforced the security of

foresight,

by obtaining a guarantee from
unbuilt

town of Cairo (page

city.

town venture

96).

the land,

Holbrook commissioned the most

architect in America, William Strickland of Philadelphia, to design the

new

Strickland's design clearly reflected the Philadelphia plan as well as

^^ John Reps, The Making of Urban America, A History of City Planning
United States, (Princeton,

95 Edward
in

shipping

the Illinois Central Railroad to build a depot in this

Once securing ownership of
renown

this

vital

T. Price,

N.J.:

Vol. LVIII,

Georaphical Society, 1968), 43.

in thie

Princeton Univ. Press, 1965), 294.

The Central Courthouse Square

The Geographical Review,

its

1968 (New

in

the American County Seat

York:

The American
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London

precedent, the

and influence would

plan.

Gambling, Holbrook hoped

the needed capital to build Cairo and

dried

up with

the

new

lure wealthy Philadelphia investors to invest in the

financing the construction of levies, piers and

city

by

Holbrook was able to obtain

streets.

work commenced. However,

1837 Depression. Several years

name

that Strickland's

the funds

soon

construction resumed but

later,

cost-cutting developers deleted the five public squares and four quadrants from
Strickland's design.^

Towns, developed without public squares (which would have served

as the

center of activity), occured frequently on the American landscape because the

majority of land developers had neither the talent nor the vision of William Penn.

Many

developers viewed public squares as an unnecessary luxury of a town

,

an

expensive feature that yielded no financial return. ^^

Most developers

failed to

understand enlightened town structuring.

cites the rationale

of most

John Reps

land developers, citing a land developer on town building:

a storekeeper builds a

and then a tavern

little

framed

starts up, later

and sends for a case of goods;

store,

on houses are

which become the

built

residence of a doctor or a lawyer, and the boarding-house
storekeeper

is

soon

Soon follows

built, as well the resort

the blacksmith

succession: a schoolmaster,

who

an important accession to
proceeds,

if it at all

have

and other handcraftsmen

community.

with accumulating force,

failed, but nevertheless

until

may

hundreds prosper; and thus trades begins

exports maintaining their just proportion

was clad

becomes
Thus the town
it becomes the

Hundreds of these speculations

and thnves, as population grows around these lucky
Princeton,

in useful

also the minister of religion

is

this rising

metropolis of the neighborhood.

of the

of a weary, wealthy traveller.

in "buckskin"

;

.

now

One
the

spots; imports

men

in

church appear in

blue cloth and the ladies wear fine calicoes and colorful bonnets.

^

^^John Reps, The Making of Urban America, A History of City Planning
United States, (Princeton,

97

Ibid,

404-410.

N.J.:

and

year ago this very town of

in

the

Princeton Univ. Press, 1965), 383-384.

94

This passage clearly shows the
to designing

from designing towns with public spaces

shift

towns without public squares.

Reps pointed out

that land developers

and, later on, the railroad companies viewed the deletion of public squares as a

towns and also as a way to maximize

to cut costs in building

development ventures.

It

became accepted

practice.

situation for Galax. But Galax's layout

is

indeed, design a public green space.

However,

center.

It

was

Fairgrounds.

town

This could have easily been the

interesting because the develof)ers did,

built at the southern perimeter of the

The

profits in

way

it

wasn't located in the town's

town and evolved

into the

Galax

separation of public greenspace from the business center does

not reflect the thinking of unsophisticated, frugal developers,on the contrary,
believe

it is

a response to the new perception of the structure of time and

The developers of Galax expressed

conducting business.

1

way of

their viewpoints with

promotional brochures:

Two

strong banks take care of the finances of the community.

numerous

retail stores

and there are good

The

of the town carry large, attractive merchandise

moving

hotels, a

picture theatre, and perhaps the

^
finest fair grounds in Virginia.
It is

noteworthy

stores first (banks,

that

Galax

movie

is

described above by mentioning

theatre

and

stores)

referred to this change in thinking as the

nineteenth century.

98

Ibid,

It

also

new

its

institutions

public spaces second.

rational order of the

and

Howe

people of the

marks the beginning of modem, industrial,monochronic

411.

99 Galax Board of Trade,
Virginia,

and

its

Galax,

The Largest Ten Year Old Town

]9}A, Galax-Carroll Regional

Library, Galax,

VA.

in

:

95
time which shifted the architectural structure from the square to Main Street.
This
shift is evident

in

m towns Hke Galax which have a new form of public space and also

towns which have

from the square

to

traditional public squares but their center of activity has shifted

Main

Street.

Edward

T. Price discussed this shift with

Charlottesville, Virginia:

The

public square of Chariottesville, Virginia (1762),

is

described as

having been onginally outside the community and conceived as an
English green with houses facing directly on it. By the 1820's it had
been surrounded by streets, and business was collecting on its sides,
but fifty years later business had concentrated on

removed from

the square),

where

it is

Main

Street (a block

^^
today.

This new Main Street reflected the Victorian rational order and the advent of
structured time based
to this

new way

monochronic

on the emergence of

specialized labor.

of perceiving time as monochronic

time

is

Edward

time. 101

T. Hall refers

According

to Hall,

a characteristic of low involvement people,

compartmentalize time for tasks and goals

in

people specialize tasks in a factory like

a

list

-like -fashion similar to the

who
way

Hall further elaborates this

setting.

perception of time in his book,77ze Silent Language

Edward
in

T. Price,

The

Central Courthouse Square

The Geographical Review,

Vol. LVIII,

1968 (New

in

the American County Seat

York:

The American

Georaphical Society, 1968), 46.
101 Edward T.

Hall,

The Hidden Dimension, (Garden

Books, 1966), 163.

City, NY.

:

Doubleday

J
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Figures 67,68

:

Cairo, Illinois

(John Reps, The Making of Urban America,

United States, (Princeton,

N.J.: Princeton

A

History of City Planning in the

Univ. Press, 1965), 15,1 15.)
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As

a rule, Americans think of time as a road or a ribbon stretching

into the future, along

which are

center the attention

something

This

is

which one progresses. The road has segments

to be kept discrete ("one thing at a time")...

else.

first

Our

on one thing and then move on

ideal is to

to

^*^

reflected in stores and businesses

According

and then juxtaposed together.

which are separated from each other

to Hall, this kind of spatial structure

from the way Europeans perceive time and how they build mercantile

differs greatly

space. Tending to be "pwlychronic", Eurojseans juggle several tasks at once. This
is

perceived spatially in the use of Piazzas and Plazas which enable merchants and

shoppers to conduct business simultaneously. 1^3

Main

Streets evolved spatially.

monochronic structure of
sidewalk and the

street in

Storefronts

responded to the new

time. Storeowners designed their facade with the

mind because more people "windowshopped"

primary way to judge merchandise. This was a new way

Donna Dunay,

community.

new

structuring of

Main

The downtown
connotes.

in her

to participate with the

book about Blacksburg, VA., discussed

Street:

buildings have a greater complexity than the facade

The combination of

thirty foot building heights

with forty

foot street width creates an outdoor room, partially protected while open
to the sky.

From windows above

workers enjoy a view of the
enjoy a view of the street
facades give

^°^ Edward

way

T. Hall,

and office workers

At ground

level, the building

below.

to undulating alcoves creating a

The

and office

street level, residents

street level residents

life

Silent Language,

(Garden

City,

rhythm and scale

NY.

:

Doubleday

Books, 1973), 9.

103 Edward

T. Hall,

The Hidden Dimension, (Garden

Books, 1966), 168.

as their

City, NY.

:

Doubleday

this

98
attuned to that of the pedestrian. This modulation of the building wall

occurs with such frequency that

it

becomes

the archetype for

Blacksburg. The niches formed by inserting the doors and windows

make a shaded

not only

place for pedestrians to

window

shop, but also

provide the merchant with increased window and sidewalk area to
display his wares. This transitional zone, being both inside and outside,
is

the place of society unique to

passerby.

Dunay

downtown;

it is

a place to step out of

renew acquaintances, contemplate a purchase or observe fellow

traffic to

^^

brings

up two complex points about

Blacksburg and Galax.

the architecture of

Firstly, the rich spatial expression

Main

Streets like

of scale and differing

levels of interaction

and secondly, the rich undulation of the storefront wall

captures space in the

monochrome

On

the upper levels of

level of activity than

downtown

on the

when

the stores are closed.

windows.

observe rather than participate in the activity.

more privacy can be
Main

How

They add

do these removed

offices

to the visual richness of the

by placing flower boxes or colorful awnings on

their

upper floor

Furthermore, signage on the professional offices add personal

The use of

John Stilgoe
"•"^

attained.

Street ?

identification to the offices allowing these

active role.

which are occupied

Also, professional offices occupy the second floor and

participate with the activity of

Street

Here, on the upper level, exists a passive

third levels are the merchant's residences

third floors because

Main

Street.

buildings there exists a completely different

street level.

use of Main Street since the people

These second and

Main

structure of

that

more passive uses of Main

the upper stories gives the

refers to as

"

town a sense of

Street

verticality

the businessmen's desire to imitate the

Donna Dunay, Blacksburg, Understanding a

Virginia

a more

which

dynamic

Town, Town

Architecture, (Blacksburg, VA: Virginia Polytechnic Institute Press,
1986),
27.
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enclosure of city

on one

make

story shops to

The

of course, and

streets,

seem

activity of the

As

Street,

significant.

downtown Main

On the

zenith because social interaction and shopping occurs.

room of Main

two

entrepreneurs built

their places of business

where the

street level is

many

story facades

"^^^

Street reaches

its

sidewalk, the outside

people observe and participate in the Main Street

ritual.

previously discussed, Philadelphia's gridiron plan evolved into the dominant

town form

in the

structure of time

United States. Certainly

management and

this

plan affected the

perception.

Towns

in the

modem American
second half of the

nineteenth century were built with consistent patterns throughout the United States,

adhering to the same type of layout, morphology and architecture. This consistent
structure developed links that connect one

town

to another allowing visitors to

sense an orientation through association with their

own

town.

J.B.

Jackson

discussed this condition in his book. Discovering the Vernacular Landscape:

[These towns] consciously conform to what
style.

Classical

is

to say occasional

the

word

for

monotony)

it, I

is

think,

is

a distinctive American

and rhythmic repetition (not

a classical

trait,

the

consequence of

devotion to clarity and order. But the style also possesses spaciousness

and

dignity.

^^

This classical

town understands

trait in

it

town building becomes a

and enriches

and shopping

strips are built

unappealing.

A

^^^ John

'

to

without

"Classical Gridiron"

R. Stilgoe,

(New Haven,

it

Conn.:

form

this

their

rich

own

and unique experience

identity

understanding, they

town

like

Galax

Common American Landscape

is

and character.

If

the

towns

become monotonous and

unique from other towns not

of America,

1

580-1845,

Yale Univ. Press, 1982), 260.

^^ John Brinckerhoff Jackson, Discovering the Vernacular Landscape,

Haven, Conn.: Yale Univ. Press, 1979), 67.

if

(

New

100

Figure 69: Galax,Virginia
(Virginia

and tfie

Virginia County, July 1950,13)
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because of

institutions in

grid but because of the placement

Galax and because of the development of a

downtown

the

common

its

local

and articulation of
idiom and motif in

.

Instead of towns serving and revolving around the institutions like the towns

designed

New

in old

Spain,

New

modem town of Galax places
manner, that the
placement of

its

England and the Virginia courthouse towns, the

institutions "along a Classical Gridiron"

institutions serve

and revolve around the town.

institutions, in turn, define

in

such a

In Galax, the

and structure the gridiron. They define the

beginning and end of the downtown Main

Street.

These

institutions initiate the

monochronic shopping sequence of the downtown.
Furthermore,
exists in

this gridiron

Galax and

role of identity

that

placement of institutions accents the pluralism that

William Penn

and character of the

following section.

first

allowed to emerge in Philadelphia. The

institutions in

The use of idiom and motif

in

be examined in the

Galax

will

Galax

will be explored in the

following chapter.

The

Hierarchical Order and Role of Institutions in

Galax, unlike the town forms of

many

institutions.

the other

As

I

is

institution serves

the manifestation of that

have discussed

and order through

on

Each

New

earlier,

institutions.

Downtown Galax

Spain and

two

roles,

New

one

England,

fulfills the

is

a town of

covenant and

covenant

downtown Galax obtained

its

hierarchical structure

Merchants choose where to place their shops based

their particular relationship with different institutions.

the civic buildings and the quasi-institutional,

movie

The churches,

the banks,

theatre served a particular role

:

.

102

community through

in the

their spatial

and architectural

articulation. Institutional

delineation derives from a tradition of iconography for the institution which stems

from

stylistic trends

meetinghouse

in

and

New

their actual

England

placement

villages.

1

in earlier

will first

of each type of institution and then examine

town

structures such as the

examine the structure of order
architectural expression and

its

iconography in the following subsections.

Spatial

Order

Churches:

The most important

institutions that define the structure

Galax gridiron are the churches.
diversity

possible in Galax.

is

as the pluralism
cultures.

through the framework of the churches that

The pluralism and

of the nation which comprises

Compared

homogeneous. The

much

It is

to the ethnic

city is

groups are not as prevalent.

belong:

Baptist,

Galax

many diverse

is

not the same

ethnic groups and

the Nation,

Galax

is

quite

comprised of Scotch/Irish and German people with a

Mexican population which came

,

diversity in

makeup of

smaller than average Afro-American

practices of the people

and hierarchy of the

to

Galax

Community and a very
to

work

Diversity in Galax

small migrant

in the factories.

is

Other ethnic

expressed through religious

the city has five major denominations to

which people

Methodist, Presbyterian, Quaker (Friends) and Christian

(Fundamentalist)

Galax

is

almost entirely Protestant. There

County between Galax and

is

a small Catholic Church in Carroll

Hillsville, yet its influence is not felt in

Galax. People

103

claim which church they belong to with immense pride.

opening of Ed Cox's

article for the

This

explained in the

is

Golden Anniversary of Galax Program,

The

Churches of Galax... From Whence Comes Our Strength":

The

history of a city's churches indicates well the trends of that city's

development towards a well-rounded
and

spiritual

growth of

its

life

for

its

The moral

citizens.

people are of even greater importance than

its

physical and mental growth.

Galax points with pride

of love for

God and

was founded upon

man; hence

dependence upon God's merciful

^^

The placement of churches
occurred

this

its

religious principles

respect for the rights of one's fellow

our city gratefully acknowledges
care and leadership.

growth and expansion of

to the zealous

churches,this nation,under God,

in

Galax

reflects a

major cultural reshuffling, which

long before the actual building of Galax, as Old World institutions

transformed into the American religious institutions which

we

understand and

recognize today. '•'^ The spatial juxtaposition and arrangement of churches in Galax
defines not only the

downtown

but the entire

town as

five denominations reflect the cultural heritage

well.

The placement of

and evolution of religious

life

the
in

Galax and the Twin Counties.

One

enters Galax from the South on Virginia Route

Street, after passing several scattered businesses

the intersection of

Oldtown

Street

in density of buildings, this
intersection

^^''

and Main

and a clustered

Street (see

becomes downtown.

and not any others because

89 which becomes Main
set

map) a sharp change occurs

The

shift

the Friends Meetinghouse,

Ed Cox, the Golden Anniversary of Galax,

of stores. After

Virginia,

happens

which

sits

at this

on the

1906-1956, Frank M.

Hearster, ed. (1956), 16.

108 Wilbur
Cliffs,

N.J.:

Zelinsky,

The Cultural Geography of the United States, (Englewood

Prentice

Hall,

1973),

8.
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nearby comer of Jefferson and Oldtown

downtown. Before 1927, when

the

Street,

the visual

Quakers had purchased

it

,

this

gateway

to the

church was the

of the First Missionary Baptist Church which was built in 1905. In 1927, the

home

Baptists

moved

and

here that

it

is

to the

we

As discussed

North end of Main

Street,

notice a sharp end to

residential living. ^^

Thus

on a high

lot

activity

the Baptists defined the north

earlier, the eastern

town was not defined

one block north of Center

downtown

(Map

until

1

page

Street,

and the beginning of

and south axis of the

edge of Galax toward Hillsville

defined by the factories in the bottomland

built

becomes

is

city.

clearly

The western edge of

1).

1957 when the Disciples of Christ (Christian Church)

on West Stuart Drive. They moved here from

North Main Street and Washington Street next

the corner of

By moving

to the Baptist Church.

to

the western edge of town the Christian Church

became a

between downtown and the

While the Baptists and Christian

Churches determined

residential

district.

the north, south

and west

clear link

perimeters of the city, the

Methodists and Presbyterians defined the center of the

city.

Both

are located on the corners on Center Street at Jefferson and
respectively.

and gateway

denominations

Monroe

Streets,

These two churches visually mark and define the center of the

and help separate the

residential district

The balance of the

city

from the downtown.

town's perimeter churches with the in town, centrally located

churches reflect a new order of religious institutions that responds to several views
of

God

instead of simply one.

At the same time, respect

expression of churches of the old order, specifically
is

expressed.

Churches,

The placement of two

illustrates the

,

for the traditional

the villages of

New

spatial

England

churches, the Methodist and the Presbyterian

breakdown of

the singular view of

God by one

church.

109 Commitee for the Bicentennial Celebration of Galax, VA, the Bicentennial
Celebration of Galax, VA,

(1976

),

25.
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which was prevalent
plurality of churches

New

in the

England village common,

which occupy the

In analyzing religion in the

New

England town. Page Smith discusses the social

The dominant church was
some

when

cases,

this

center .^^^

city's

structure of the churches and their influence

in

into a street of a

on the town:

often that of the

first settlers,

although

denomination was and remained on the

"fringe" of orthodox Protestantism, another sect-frequently the

methodists
community,

Smith

replaced

leading church of the

realizes the importance of structuring the

Galax, the Baptist Church

However,

the

as

it

m

the Baptist

city (the Baptist

is

placement of denominations. In

dominant church

the

in the

region.

Church has always been located on the outer periphery of the

have moved to the

Hillsville

Highway), while the Methodists and

the Presbyterians have always occupied the town's center
It

Twin County

would be mistaken

states that the Baptist are

more moderate. More

for

me

more

to

assume

radical

.

that this spatial

placement of churches

and the Methodists and the Presbyterians are

likely, the preference reveals that the Baptists

their rural roots while at the

same time being a

part of the

wish to retain

The

community.

Methodists and the Presbyterians, on the other hand, want to capture the same kind

of physical presence with the Galax community as the meetinghouses

England enjoyed
^

in their villages

two hundred years

^^ D.W. Meinig, "Symbolic Landscapes"

in

earlier.

in

New

Furthermore, the

The Interpretation of Ordinary

Landscapes, Geographical Essays, D.W. Meinig, ed. (New York: Oxford Univ.
Press, 1979),
1 1

1

171.

Page Smith, As A City Upon a

York: Alfred

A

Knopf, 1966), 73.

Hill,

The Town

in

American

History,

(

New

106

placement of churches

reflect the

changing social structure of the town as Smith

discusses:

The

development of the town can be traced through the changes

social

the character of the churches themselves...
stratification increased,individuals sought

As

in

a town developed, social

churches which offered them

a covenant relationship with others of similar status and overlook. '^^

The

steeples of the different churches in Galax also

downtown. The

radical alterations

marked and delineated

and razing of steeples affect the image of a town

Steeples are exclamation points in the idiom of a place.

profoundly.

the

They help

define the town picture or Stadtbild.^^^

Banks and Government Buildings

The Bank

is

considered the true seat of authority in Galax.

of the same size, Galax, with
original

Town

Hall (on the

"First National

D.W. Meinig

its

refers to as the "Stone

enjoy a prominent place

2

Ibid,

Street)

was

to

towns

fact, the

originally the first

Bank." In a city created primarily for capital gain, the bank which

building the town's character

1 ^

banks has a considerable number. In

comer of Center and Main

prominent position of authority.

to the bank.

six

Compared

in the

.

Temple of Business" has always enjoyed a

In Galax.the

bank has been very

The City Municipal Office and

downtown

influential in

the Post Office also

but their role reflect their secondary status

Galax revolves around a space created by the old

First National

Bank

74.

^ Lecture, Professor Christa Wilmanns-Wells, University of Pennsylvania.
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(Dominion) on the comer of Grayson Street and Main Street and also around the
opening of the comers of the adjacent buildings, the Vass-Kapp Hardware Store

and the old Bolen's Drug

Store.

These

"

open up" comers begin

to

form a "semi-

space or opening, a type of square, which leads pedesterians

public"

monochronic

into polychronic activity.

While the Methodists and the Presbyterians designated the
Galax, First National

Bank

in

The placement

Galax established the boundaries of

the Peoples' State Bank, (later to

is,

spirtual core of

established the mercantile core of Galax.

of other banking institutions
core; that

away from

become

Bank) and the Mountain Building and Lx)an bookend

this mercantile

the Farmer's

and Merchant's

the activity out

from the center

of the downtown.

The

clustering of governmental buildings, the City Municipal Building

Office, (built

downtown.
as people

go

on

In

the site of the old

Waugh

Hotel) add another level of activity to the

one block there are two different

to the

activities

occuring simultaneously

bank on Main and Grayson or run errands or pick up mail

Municipal Building or the Post Office on Main and Center.
these

two

and Post

different institutions

of activity, an activity loop

is

on

opp>osite blocks, both

By

at the

placing together

engaging

in similar levels

created which enables a monochronic stmcture to

flourish.

Even though men funded and
structure,

women

was

downtown and

its

predominantly occupied the downtown and used

Page Smith discusses

The Town,

built the

built

this condition in

A

City

Upon a

monochronic
its institutions.

Hill:

by the man, and so often the tomb of

his ambitions,

woman who emerged

in time as the

the perfect setting for the

indomitable foremnner of today's

mom.

^

^^

108

As

the

downtown

downtown.

the

institutions matured, the

However, organizations such

Women's Club and

Woman's Club met

in

Galax mostly worked

downtown.

However,

women's workforce

it

role as users

as the Business

Woman's Club which was

the

the Public Library and the

men

women's

dominated

and Professional

instrumental in the founding of

frequently downtown.

Since the

women worked and performed

in the factories,

in

tasks

should be noted that Galax has always had a strong

also in the manufacturing. 1 1^

Movie

Theatres, Friday and Saturday Nights in Galax

During weekend and summer nights

the

downtown transformed from

a

business center to a backdrop for cruising and socializing as the teenagers from

Galax and the Twin Counties got together and dragged Main

downtown parking
The

seen.

and

street intersections,

quasi -institutional movie theatres

the structure of

These

lots

Main

Street

and downtown

institutions are considered

people

came and

Here

to see

emerged and also helped

of the

"quasi" institutions because they are

but they behave like

and functionally. The theatre works in a similar fashion to the

1'''*

^ 1

5

July,

theatres' heyday, its brightly

downtown

Ibid,

and be

in defining

church,bank or government business by spatially structuring the business

During the

in the

in Galax.

businesses that don't form a covenant with the public,
institutions spatially

Street.

at night

lit

marquee

district.

spatially defined the structure

and on the weekends, giving the area teenagers a

172.

Munsey M.

Poole, "Capital Galax",

1950 (Richmond, VA.

:

in

the Virginia and the Virginia County,

Virginia Press,

1&50), 15.

109
destination to cruise

and the Rex,

still

to.

Today, the downtown town movie theatres, the Colonial

convey the fantasy motifs

that

were popular

1930s and

in the

1940s with their festive Hollywood marquees.

The

Architecture of Institutions in Galax

In a densely packed gridiron that does not have any public spaces in
delineate or set off the existence of a particular institution; the

and embellishing

institutions

becomes extremely important. The ornamentation and

conveys the significance of

the covenant

institution through the extra effort

made between

and cost expended. The key

built in the early part of the twentieth century

belonged to the same economic
particular images of the past

center to

manner of detailing

detailing of the building conveys the function of the institution,

were

its

class.

^

^^

and moreover,

the people

and the

institutions in

Galax

by a group of people

They designed

their institutions to

which they believed embodied

who

convey

their institution's beliefs

and covenant. Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown discuss the function of
ornament

The

in articulating institutions in their

stylistic eclecticism

book. Learning from Las Vegas

Tudor

to building types.
tradition;

in

this

:

of the nineteenth century was essentially a symbolism of

function, although sometimes a symbolism of nationalism
in France,

it

-

Henri IV Renaissance

England, for example. But quite consistently styles correspond

Banks were

classical basilicas to suggest civic responsibilty

commercial buildings looked

like burgher's houses...

and

and a choice

between Perpendicular and decorated for mid-centuried English churches reflected
theological differences between the Oxford and

^^^
^ ^

Cambridge movements.

^

^^

Glenn Pless, interview with author, March 18, 1992, Galax, Virginia.

^ Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown, Steven Izenour, Learning from Las

Vegas: The Forgotten Symbolism of Architectural Form,

(

Cambridge, Mass.:

no
This symbolic ornamentation
true for

Galax as

well.

that Venturi

For instance, the

and Scott Brown mentioned holds

First National

Bank, the old Farmers and

Merchants Bank as well as the old Mountain Building and Loan

all

convey the

classical

symbolism discussed by Venturi and Scott Brown. Furthermore,

National

Bank

is

the tallest buildings in the

image and presence on Main
William

how

J.

downtown, thus

the First

further reinforcing

its

Street.

R. Curtis in his

book

,

Modern

Architecture after 1900, discusses

the extensive use of the dignified, traditional English Gothic Style for the

embellishment of churches stems from a desire

in the

second half of the nineteenth

century to return to the authentic architecture of the English Culture which would

give the direct expression of moral virtues, l^^

1

believe that the use of the

dignified, traditional English Gothic Style in the Methodist and Baptist

was based on these congregations
denomination on a national

mode

A

civic pride

Churches

and identification with

level as well as Galax's

their

awareness of the predominant

of church architecture in America. ^ 19

more

explicit linkage with the

American past can be found

in the expression

of the Presbyterian and Quaker Meeting Houses (formerly the Missionary Baptist

Church).

Both of these buildings mimic old meetinghouses

D.W. Meinig

elaborates

on

this association

the entire world, a steepled church set in

The MIT
''''8

N.J.
"•

"•

Press, 1977),

William
:

J.

R. Curtis,

Prentice- Hall,

114

its

with

New

New

England.

England iconography: "To

frame of white wooden houses around

.

Modern Architecture Since 1900,

Inc.,

in

(

Englewood

Cliffs,

1983), 48.

9 Galax Board of Trade, The Ideal Manufacturing Conditions of Galax,

Virginia,^9^4, Galax-Carroll Regional Library, Galax, VA.

the majority of people

prime assets.

in

Galax and the Twin Counties

in

this brochure,

was used as one of

Galax's

Ill

a manicured common, remains a scene which says

The

Baptists and the Presbyterians used the imagery of the steeple to

different messages to the

convey

to the entire

of their

New

Street, they

when

community

England

that their beliefs

forefathers.

different message, again,

Later

m

and covenant embraced the ideals

1922,

when

they

in order to

moved

was presented when they adopted

turn, used this

New

to

North Main

convey another message.

Style for their latest church built on the highway in 1968.121

m

true

they built their church in 1905; they wanted to

adopted the English Gothic motif

Presbyterians

convey

community. The Baptist viewed themselves as the

religious pioneers of Galax

A

New England. "120

Neo-Georgian

the

believe that the

1

England iconography as a way

to further

reinforce the idea that their Calvinist beliefs were aligned with the religious views
of
the

and

New

Englanders of the seventeenth century. They placed their church centrally

in the

same manner by occupying

the center of

Governmental buildings attempted
that the

to

Galax on Center

Street.

convey the same type of

civil authority

banks embraced. As previously noted the old Municipal Building was the

First National

Bank.

Unfortunately, the Municipal Building went through an

extensive refacing in thel940's and lost

its

imagery. The Post Office conveyed

its

Federal authority by abstracting colonial Virginia motifs of early courthouses such
as the

Hanover County Courthouse

in

volume and jack arched windows. The

Ashland, Virginia, with
consistent

its

charm and use of

simple brick

this abstracted

motif used for Virginia's Post Offices in the 1930's have made this type of Post
Office cherished state wide.

120

D.W. Meinig," Symbolic Landscapes" in The Interpretation of Ordinary
Landscapes, Geographical Essays, D.W. Meinig, ed. (New York: Oxford Univ.
Press, 1979),

121

179.

Glenn Pless, interview with author, March 18, 1992, Galax, Virginia.
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By studying

the evolution of the

functioned in Galax

—

I

common

concluded that

gridiron-

was

it

how

it

the institutions

and, especially, meaning to the Galax gridiron making

it

was used and how

it

which brought order

particular

and unique.

It

should be pointed out here that some of the institutions in Galax have been under
the directorship or ownership of the third generation of townspeople.

be remarked

that there has

downtown
loses

its

is

disrupted.

The monochronic

definition and meaning, and
institution.

downtown because
anymore declaring

Main

Consequently,when an

state

and

institution is altered or

place within a given downtown, the delicate balance of the

its

abscence of the

should also

been the trend from the locally owned banks to

national banking corporations.

removed from

It

structure of shopping

its

sequence soon unravels around the

This has occurred on the northern side of the

the Municipal Building, in
its

and experiencing

its

forms, has no clear definition

purpose. Also.the Baptist Church has

moved from

its

North

Street location, instead, a state run craft business occupies the building.

The

inappropiate change of building and function worsens the condition of this end of

Main

Street.

Furthermore, the Presbyterian Church with

its

deteriorating 1960s

vintage steeple shows, visually, a breakdown of the people's covenant. All of this
has an impact on the vitality of

downtown Galax. These problems

studied in the conditions cind design study.

will

be further

113
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Hamburger stand, Dallas, Texas

Figure 71: Examples of Building Types

(Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown, Steven Izenour, Learning from Los Vegas: The

Forgotten Symbolism of Architectural Form,
1977),

114.)

(

Cambridge, Mass.: The

MIT

Press,

Parti Chapters Genius Loci and the Role of Local Architecture

At

the outset of this chapter

some key

definitions are given.

The following terms

indispensable to an understanding of the material:

"Genius Loci"

is

defined as the essence or

environment Genius Loci

may

spirit

of a place.

In the built

present an overall ensemble of styles, motifs and

idioms of the built landscape which manifest the reality a specific group of people
face,

and with which they come

Roman

Concept, an ancient belief that every independent being has

guardian

from

Genius Loci

to terms in their daily lives.

This

spirit.

birth to death,

"Character"
helps define

is

how

spirit

gives

life to

and determines

the people

their character

its

is

genius,

a

its

and places, accompanies them

and essence. ^^^

the essential nature of a group of objects, motifs and idioms that
things are. Character reflects the

incorporates into their daily

life.

It

most basic functions a society

exists in accordance with the cultural traditions

and the environment which a society faces and embraces. 1^3

Motif is a principal element of ornamental design on a building
in a varied or repeated

"Idiom"

is

"

it

to the overall character

variation of stylistic elements

particular place
architecture

manner contributes

from which which

it

When

when used

of a place.

and motifs which

comes.

that

idiom

is

unique to the

is

expressed in

also manifests the Genius Loci of place.

Identity "is the relationship of a person to his or her environment;

he or she

is in

a certain place.

By

the

means of character of the

built

123

(

New

York: Rizzoii, 1984), 18.

ibid,8.

126

how

and natural

^^^ Christian Norberg-Shultz, Genius Loci.Toward a Phenomenology of
Architecture,

it is

are

127
landscape of the place, identity gives a person a sense of belonging to a certain
place.

"Local Architecture" presents an architecture that incorporates motifs and other

elements that are reflective of the idiom of the particular place. Hence local
architecture
it

is

is

suggested by the specific local conditions of the particular place; but

located

within

also

framework of an

the

overall

style.

"Since ancient times the Genius Loci, or Spirit of Place, has been recognized as the

man

concrete reality
Architecture

means

has

to

face and comes to terms with

to visualize the

in his daily life.

Genius Loci, and the task of the architect

create meaning/id places, whereby he helps

man

to dwell.

is to

"^^'^

-Christian Norberg-Schultz, Genius Loci

During the course of the

last

two

centuries,

and technology have freed society from

we

direct

faithfully believed that science

dependency on

convinced that our dependency on the place we were brought up

and

limited.

In the twentieth century, architects

and

places.
in

We

were

was provincial

social planners tried to create

places that would be part of a larger, higher culture which was in tune with a
universal

community

that

was

regional place possessed. ^25 p^^
culture

was

stifled

free

from the bias and prejudices

Le Corbusier proclaimed,

that a local or

architecture of place

and

with custom, a "new" architecture of place should be designed in

terms of the machine age in which mass production of building elements would
replace the follies of peasant

art,

which

in his

mind and

the

minds of others were

nothing more than "the intolerable witness to a dead spirit "^^^

124

Ibid, 5.

125 Paraphrasing

my

opinion of architecture today, this statement

seven years of architectural history and theory.

is

based on

128

This belief has been proven

to be

a false illusion, as we, society, have

relationship to the immediate environment which lies just
controlled, high tech,

from one place
our feet

in the

to another,

have also

As we

beyond our climate

travel in our

automobiles

loose the sensation of the crackling of

snow under

expressions of dwelling that people, living in

lost the

made which

these climates, have

which they

we

architecture.

our

North or the steaming heat we encounter on some summer nights in

We

the South.

anonymous

lost

give form to the reality of a particular place in

exist.

This reality contributes to our

As Martin Heidegger

identity.

said,

"Human

identity presupposes the identity of place". 127 This particular type of identity is not

only

vital

in his

but the basis of our sense of belonging

As Norberg-Schultz

.

discusses

book. Genius Loci:

When a person wants to tell who he is, it is in fact usual to say: 1 am a
New Yorker, or am a Roman. This means something much more
am an optimist. We
an an architect or
concrete than to say:
1

1

I

understand that
things.

1

human

identity is to high extent

a function of places and

12^

have noticed

that

when

I

speak to people

who

live in places

where

cultural

and

environmental identities have either been ignored or destroyed, they either associate
their identity to a place that they previously lived in at an earlier time or to a place

where they grew up or

to the place in

^^^ Le Corbusier, Towards a

which they

New Architecture,

(

live

now.

New

York:

A

professor once told

Dover

Press,1931),91.
127 Christian Norberg-Shultz, Genius Locijoward a Phenomenology of
Architecture,

(

New

Yorl<: Rizzoli,

1984), 22.

128 Christian Norberg-Shultz, Genius Locijoward a Phenomenology of
Architecture,

(

New

York: Rizzoli, 1984), 21.

129

me,
I

" I

was from

Palestine, Texas, until they tore

New

consider myself a

Fairfax, Virginia,

if

Yorker."129

Once

asked a

1

to

,

built landscape

New

determine

Yorker despite the

it

the

Genius

can return to her childhood home
It is

to neglect or

living in

Despite the fact that she

Lx)ci

of a place and the loss of

the

native

woman

of place and

Texan

New

it

how

identify himself

York, had the most

long for the day

when she

Missouri and leave one of the nation's most

Genius Loci

change,we tend

is this spirit

and not

the Virginia

in

profoundly influences our sense of

due

woman who was

now

no, Hannibal, Missouri,will

What makes a

?

fact that Texas,

What makes

influence on his being.

affluent areas?

palace,

"Oh

have a profound influence on our being. But what

as a

movie

me/'^^O

These two examples show how

does our

the old

she considered Fairfax her home.

lived there for over sixteen years, she replied

always be home

down

that strengthens the

self.

When

to feel lost

the

"image making" which

Genius Loci becomes weak,

and we begin

to search for

another

place to associate with our identity.

This section of

my

study will attempt to understand what makes the Genius

Loci of a place and investigate the components
identity, motif, idiom,

and

how

use of symbolism, and
also examine
"1

how

local architecture.

it is

make up Genius

Loci, character,

This section will also investigate the

used to influence the reality of a place. 131

the history of place

29 Professor Jerry

that

and how history of a people

may

i

be used

Wells, Cornell University, Conversation with the author,

1988.
130

^^rs

"131

Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown, Steven Izenour, Learning from Las

Rebecca Smith, Conversation with the author,

Vegas: The Forgotten Symbolism of Architectural Form,

The MIT

will

Press, 1977),

65-114

.

1

(

988.

Cambridge, Mass.:

in

130

the process of revitalization.

Character
"Wfiat does a building want to be?

-Louis

I.

is

^^^

Kahn

The Genius Loci
Character

"

of a place

is

actually

its

character and physical manifestation.

a comprehensive expression of symbolism and space that has

consistency and shows us the purpose of the place. Character

symbolic embellishment
storefronts

solemn

windows

tells

us through

that dwellings are protective, that stores with

are open, that

movie palaces are

festive

and

that churches are

.

Spatial character tells us in a direct and indirect

used. Christian churches consciously adapted the
particular spatial configuration allowed

way how

Roman

the space should be

basilica

form because

them among other things,

a clear example of

is

spatial character

manner.
stops,

It

how

spatial character is directly defined.

and the

make

how

Moreover,

gates.

For example, the types of

a clean distinction of where the business district of Galax begins
Spatially,

certain building type as a boundary, a

1

However,

can define the transition of space by the way one type of building form

residential areas end.

large scale

its beliefs.

can also define a space's purpose in a more subtle and indirect

and another one forms beginnings or

businesses

this

to practice the

ceremonial processions through which the Christian Church expressed

This

busy

the place

is

defined

spatial character not

32 Alessandra Latour, Louis
Kappa, 1986), 55.

I.

(

key

we

see the beginnings

spatial

Plates 4, 5,

and endings of a

component, which delineates on a

6

).

only defines the building, place, or boundary;

Kahn, the

Man and the

Teacher, (Rome:

Edizoni

it

131

can also define the center of activity where people congregate and where the essence
of a place

strongest and most recognizable level. This space

is at its

town green or a courthouse
a public square

square.

in the center of

spatial differences

But

in

towns

downtown,

two important highways. There may

Galax's best

downtown Galax,

known

Drugstore (Plate
entry

is at

is

2).

indirectly defined
street

by the subtle

comer from

another.

the street or a crossroad intersection of

also be the setback of a major building or in

the corner openings of the buildings of

businesses, the

These two

the corner!

usually the

which does not have

like Galax,

and changes from one building or one

For example, there might be a wide area of

the case of

it

is

two of

Vass-Kapp Hardware and the old Bolen's

store openings are the only

two

stores in

which

This fact focuses attention on these street comers and

A

transforms them into a center of activity.

feeling of place

is

achieved by the

opening surface of brick and by replacing the comer of the building with a column,
enabling a diagonal cross axis to define the center of activity in Gadax (Plates

These subtle differences and changes may not be of significance

1, 2).

to the outsider but

they are significant to habitual users of the space.

Character also defines an essence and

totality

symbolic omamentation of a place. As mentioned

of a place in the formal and
earlier,

a place can be defined

through our understanding of the boundary of built forms, but

how do we

define

place through built forms? Norberg-Schultz best defines formal character in this
passage:

When

a town pleases us because of

its

distinct character,

it is

usually

building are related to the earth and sky in the

because a majority of

its

same way; they seem

to express a

common form

of

life,

a

common way

of being on the earth. Thus they constitute a genius loci which allows
for identification. 1^3
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where people congregate and where the essence

can also define the center of

activ ity

of a place

and most recognizable

is

at its strongest

town green or a courthouse

square.

But

towns

in

a public square in the center of downtown,
spatial differences

two important highways. There may

Galax's best

downtown Galax,

known

Drugstore (Plate
entry

is

is

like

2).

is

usually the

indirectly defined
street

by the subtle

comer from

another.

the street or a crossroad intersection of

also be the setback of a major building or in

the corner openings of the buildings of

businesses, the

These two

at the corner!

This space

Galax, which does not have

and changes from one building or one

For example, there might be a wide area of

the case of

it

level.

Vass-Kapp Hardware and

store openings are the only

two

two of

the old Bolen's
stores in

which

This fact focuses attention on these street comers and

transforms them into a center of

A

activity.

feeling of place

is

achieved by the

opening surface of brick and by replacing the comer of the building with a column,
enabling a diagonal cross axis to define the center of activity in Galax (Plates

1, 2).

These subtle differences and changes may not be of significance to the outsider but
they are significant to habitual users of the space.

Character also defines an essence and

totality

symbolic omamentation of a place. As mentioned

of a place in the formal and
earlier,

a place can be defined

through our understanding of the boundary of built forms, but

how do we

define

place through built forms? Norberg-Schultz best defines formal character in this
passage:

When

a town pleases us because of

its

distinct character,

its

same way; they seem

to express a

common form

of

life,

of being on the earth. Thus they constitute a genius
for identification. '^^

it

is

usually

building are related to the earth and sky^ in the

because a majority of

a

loci

common way
which allows
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Norberg-Schultz gives us the

minimum framework

which business

in

districts

can

be defined to preserve the Genius Loci without freezing the business district in
time.

This helps us determine whether a metal facade

business district or destructive to
condition of built character,
to

when he

states that

new

its

architecture can achieve
is

appropriate for an older

Moreover, by respecting

essence.

Urban Architecture

is

most of

what Vincent Scully

all

a

"

is

way

the final

situation

time."^^"*

character can express Genius Loci as Norberg-

Schultz states in his book. Genius Loci

from the immediate

refers

continuing dialogue

between the generations which creates an environment developing across

Symbolism

this

whereby

:

it

"The Symbolism

becomes a

is

to free the

meaning

cultural object. "^^^ This is

achieved by the use of architectural motifs and ornamentation.

Motifs are elements or integral parts of the structure not applied decoration.

Through

their use

and placement on a building a

than just a mere element.

tnotif stands for

something more

For example, in Galax arched openings were placed

sparingly on the buildings in the downtown, thus adding a hierarchical importance
to

them and giving them symbolic meaning. For

bus, the depot with

its

instance, arriving in

Galax by

arched opening, will greet the traveler functionig as a

gateway into the town.
Applied ornamentation on a building helps further
the intended function of a building.
lights of the

windows themselves,

articulate the character

and

Ornamental treatment of windows, and the

further define the character of a place

when

they

^33 Christian Norberg-Shultz, Genius Loci,Toward a Phenomenology of
Architecture,
^

(

(

New

York: Rizzoli,

^^ Vincent

Scully,

New

Henry Holt and

York:

1984)

,65.

American Architecture and Urbanism,
Co.,

New

Revised

1988), 203.

^^^ Christian Norberg-Shultz, Genius Loci,Toward a Phenomenology of
Architecture,

(

New

York: Rizzoli, 1984), 17.

Edition,
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are treated in a consistent manner. Ornamentation complies with a set of standards

or rules that

recognized not only by the people

is

also by the outside population as well. This

When

style

conforms

becomes something

When

of a place.

to the aspirations

is

who

what we

live

and exist

in a place but

call style.

and conditions of a particular place,

additional, something that further emphasizes the

this

it

Genius Loci

occurs style becomes idiom.

Idiom can also be developed through the treatment of motifs. For instance,
transoms over storefronts are considered

and early twentieth century.
lead

cames

a certain
spirit

is

done

street or

even a town,

idiom and becomes a

it

of the late nineteenth century

treatment of opaque or translucent glass set in

and unique manner which

in a different

of the place in which

Galax (Plate

If the

stylistic traits

style

is

consistent throughout

becomes accentuated and

was developed. The

is,

stylistic trait is

of the Genius Lx)ci of a place.

vital part

in fact, part of the

transformed into

Such

is

the case in

16).

Identity

"Could but thy flagstones, curbs, facades,
-

tell their

inimitables.

"^^^

Walt Whitman, Leaves of Grass

Identity

is

a very important part of the Genius Loci of a place.

very integral part in the
place?

What are

a place
""^^

is

the

way we

see ourselves. But what

components of

it?

also plays a

the identify of

According to Norberg-Schultz, the identity of

determined by the location, general

Walt Whitman, Leaves of Grass,

makes up

It

(

spatial configuration

and

detailing.

Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 1990), 45.
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These components determine a person's world.
world, he or she describes

For example,

place.

town of

six

I

it

in the terms that

rarely describe

thousand people. Instead,

show

When one

describes his or her

their personal relationship to the

Galax to a stranger as a furniture making
I

almost always describe Galax as being a

small town in the Blue Ridge Mountains of Southwest Virginia which has a busy

Main

Street with the Post Office

on one end and our community park on the

The reason why we perceive our town

in a particular

way

is

other.

related to the

objects and built forms which were prevalent in our personal development.

My

perceptions of Galax and the built forms which were the backdrop of

my

development are certainly
is

different

plausible to say that a person

from other members of the Galax community.

who worked

It

in a furniture factory his entire career

might identify with the "Bottoms" instead of the downtown, while a storekeeper on

Main

Street might identify with certain buildings and features of the

each resident identifies with his or her town differently.

short,

Tony Hiss

states in his

with a place

"when
there

it

is

we

have to

feel a

"connectedness" to

an absence of alarm signals. "^^^
its

When

actual experience the essence

which a person can

Furthermore, as

book. The Experience of Place, in order for us to identify
it.'^^

provides a richness of information reaching

factors into

downtown. In

identify.

It is

and

all

This

is

accomplished

the senses,

and whether

a place incorporates these

spirit

of a place

is

developed with

the preservationist's role to figure out as best as

he or she can, the subtle and often small elements which give a place

this

sense of connectedness. ^^^
"1

37 Tony

Hiss,

28-29.
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Ibid,

29.

Ibid,

43.

two

Experience of Place,

(

New

York:

Alfred A. Knopf, 1990),

unique
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Norberg-Schultz eloquently
place

when he

Kallmann,

after

many

home.

his childhood

expected,

the story of

tells

illustrated this kind

how

a

German-bom American

architect,

Gerhard

years of being absent from his native Berlin wanted to visit

When

he returned to see

after the

it

had disappeared and Mr.Kallmann

it

of relationship between self and

Second World War, as

Then he suddenly

felt lost.

recognized the paving pattern of the sidewalk, the curbs along the street and the

ground floor on which he played as a

child.

It

was

at this

moment

in

which he

experienced a strong feeling of having returned home.''^

This sense of personal identity tied to a place

environment

integral part of the

in

which we

illustrates the point that

live, l^^l

are familar has been either disrupted or destroyed,

and a feeling of
mentioned

loss.

then are likely

earlier in Fairfax, Virginia, or

up, like the professor
in his

We

hometown

in

who considered

to,

When

are an

a place with which

we develop

we

a sense of alienation

perhaps, behave in the

we abandon

himself a

we

the place in

manner

which we grew

New Yorker after the movie

palace,

Texas, was torn down.

Local Architecture

"Urban Architecture
all

really is

a creation of interior and exterior spaces and most of

a continuing dialogue between the generations which creates an environment

developing across time. "^'^^ -Vincent Scully

^^^ Christian Norberg-Shultz, Genius Loci,Toward a Phenomenology of
Architecture,
1^*1

Tony

^^2 Vincent
(

New

(

Hiss,

York:

New

York: Rizzoli, 1984), 21.

Experience of Place,

Scully,

(

New

York:

Alfred a Knopf, 1990), 5-10.

American Architecture and Urbanism, A/ew Revised

Henry Holt and

Co.,

1988), 203.

Edition,
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Once Genius Loci

is

understood and appreciated and, also, a certain kind of

sensitivity has

been developed about the identity of the place, one can then see the

totality of the

Genius Loci of the place.

and

past, cultural

cohesive order to them. In

this

at that point that

we can

In understanding Local Architecture

Local Architecture of a place.
place's existing

It is

and

way an

spatial conditions

it

A

we

take the

and attempt to bring a

architect can deal with the relentless forces

of change with a compassion for the present state of the place and the

what

define the

memory

of

was.

well

known example

of

how

this

was done

is

eloquently discussed by

Vincent Scully as he examined the banks Louis Sullivan designed in the

latter part

of his career in the Midwest:

Sullivan's banks
Street, perhaps

were uniquely

what

it

solid

and permanent. The best of Main

would have liked

monumentalized by them.

Beaux- Arts... they were

to be,

was

interpreted and

In contrast to most of the design of the

local architecture, suggested

conditions and adapted to them.

The Beaux-Arts, on

like the so-called International Style of the next generation,

internationally based, and

order,

which

its

like the Ionic

by local

the other hand,

was

in truth

forms employing ideal models of

bank

in

always) resisted adaptation to local

New

total

Haven, often (though not

realities.

ideal model, that of the International Style,

Insistence

was

to sack

upon another
and denature

scores of city centers later in the century. Sullivan's urbanism exploited
the particular and respected, even loved, existing conditions."

Local Architecture examines a place and not only asks the question what does the place

143

Ibid,

129.

137

Figure 72: Examples of Local Idiom,

(P.H.K.)

Bnck

Cornices, Grayson Street and

Main

Street

138

Modem

Transportation, asrly 1920's

Anderson, owner of the bus
front of the bus.

lines,

—
is

Mr. R. A.
standing in

Inside the bus are Patsy Phipps.

Figure 73: Motif example: Archway of Blue Ridge Bus Lines Station
(

The Gazette, Galax, Virginia)
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want to be? But
past.

Through

it

also addresses what

this

we

is

it

now and what

see an architecture that

it

was

in the

unique to the Genius Loci

is

it

exists in,

an architecture that can understand and manage the demands a place goes through as
times changes the conditions which formed the essence of the place,
control them.

To

it

can help to and

understand local architecture one needs comprehension of conditions

and changes through the past and the present which then may help control insensitive
and incorrect (against the Genius Loci

7 am checkin out my grandfather!

I

)

measures.

want

to

know everything

there is

know about

that ol'dude.

Who

he

is,

where he catne from, what he used

to eat

for breakfast- the whole

number, dig?

Why don't you just call him up and ask him?
Cause its something I have to do on my own man. "

144

-Garry B. Trudeau

I

will

now summarize

Genius Loci. Genius Loci
Character

is

the

all

is

components

made up

form the essence of a place,

its

its

of two components. Character and Identity.

a consistent, expressive form of symbolism which

throughout the downtown. Character
place and in

that

is

prevalent

is

found, both, in the spatial orientation of a

ornamental embellishment of the built form

in the place. 1^5

[Plates 2-10]

Spatial Character

is

the spatial layout of a group of buildings within an overall

system. In the case of Galax,

it is

the gridiron and

how

it

functioned for Galax.

Ornamental Character of a place comes from a conformity of a particular

144 Garry
"1

B.

Trudeau, "Doonesbury", IHT, 10

,

style to the

March 1977.

4 5 Christian Norberg-Shultz, Genius Loci, Toward a Phenomenology of

Architecture,

(

New

York: Rizzoli, 1984), 65.
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Figure 74: Farmers' and Merchants Union Bank 1919, Louis Sullivan, Columbus,WI.

(Vincent Scully, American Architecture and Urbanism,

York: Henry Holt and Co.. 1988), 203.)

New Revised Edition,

(

New
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neccessities

and

abilities

of a place. This

is

called idiom.

In the idiom of a place, integral parts of a building's structure

manner

in a certain

motifs.
it is

in

which they have a

certain symbolic

These motifs communicate function and order

which are detailed

meaning, are known as
and the place

to the building

set in.

Identity

is

a particular impression or feeling people have toward the character of

themselves and the place in which they live and work. Through
built

forms take preference over others

in

this

bond

certain

each of the community member's

perception of the place. ^"^
In the previous section

I

discussed

how

the placement of institutions

and

storebuildings on the gridiron determined the structure of the downtown.

Moreover,

I

discussed

how

this structure is

idea of order and structure (See Part

I).

based on the community's collective

In this section

I

discuss

how

construction of certain structures, storebuildings and institutions in the

and

their ornamental

structure of the

character and identity.

In the revitalization of an early twentieth century
all

they are
district.

that the

in, is

downtown,

the preservationist

of the elements that form the structure or armature and the

Genius Loci of the specific downtown.

remember

downtown

embellishment of the buildings form the essence of the

downtown through

needs to examine

downtown with

all

The

preservationist should always

of these elements, no matter what condition

a complete entity that in the past has been successful as a business

Despite

all

of the challenges facing a downtown, both internally and

externally, the preservationist should always take into consideration the

potential a turn of the century

146

Ibid,

17.

building

downtown has

for

immense

growth and development,
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especially,

when

its

citizens believe in

it.

Before a downtown undergoes a revitalization and restoration, the institutional
structure and the Genius Loci have to be experienced, researched
the preservationist firsthand and they have to be documented.

space

which they influence have

decisions should be

adequate or in a

to be

examined.

made determining whether

state of

decay and/or disruptive

and studied by

Institutions

Through

and the

examination

this

the condition of the structure

is

alteration.

In understanding the Genius Loci of the store and business buildings of a

downtown,

the preservationist needs to

make an inventory of

the

downtown

buildings in order to find patterns of consistent idiom and motifs.
preservationist has to find and understand the dominant period in

buildings in the

downtown were

The

which the current

Moreover, he or she should understand the

built.

particular embellishments of the building and

how

they effected the monochronic

sequence of the downtown and whether there were any polychrome instances, such
as the "open comers" (Plates 14, 15).
It is

important for the preservationist to study the

downtown. Through
specific

downtown,

this

and evolution of the

study which should encompass any written history of the

the photographic record of the

interviews with the active and retired

downtown perform now and during
In the final part of this thesis

I

revitalization plan for Galax. This

the

will

this

methodology

National Trust for Historic Preservation.

how

downtown,

the
all

oral

the

the elements of the

downtown's most successful

employ

to other methodologies used

downtown, and any

members of

preservationists can obtain a clear understanding of

compared

histor>'

methodolgy

era.

in the

will also briefly

design for a

touch on and be

by the National Main Street Center of the

Panll
The Downtown Revitalization Plan of Galax, Virginia
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Part II Chapter

The vitality and

I Existing Conditions in

health of a

downtown

conditions of the building stock.

come from
but

it

is

Downtown

Galax, Virginia

reflected in the appearance

The impression of neglect

the actual state of decay in which a group of

in a

and overall

downtown can

downtown

buildings are,

can also be the result of several inappropriate remodeling campaigns which

tend to disrupt the visual clarity and hierarchy of the
buildings and the

downtown

institutions.

downtown mercantile

This disruption of relationships gives the

pedesterian a sense of disrepair and disorientation as he or she expiences the

downtown
In

.

downtown Galax,

inappropriate remodeling campaigns and inappropriate

building use has been more of a threat to the well being of the

and vacancy. In

actual building decay

vacancy

rate

components
earlier

"

and

its

fact,

downtown Galax has

buildings are in a fair to

that are actually in a state

I will

of disrepair are the building components of
forties

downtown was

built.

I

intersections of major streets in

and,

if so,

if their

how

criteria:

will be

current building state

(Plate 14) ?

examined through photographs and a chart
following

fifties.

sites, institutions

which they are placed,

graphically explained in order to see
it

and

will also identify the local

idiom and the use and or disregard of motifs. Several

or hurting

a relatively low

examine the building conditions of the downtown and the

building periods in which the

downtown

than

good condition. The building

modernizing" campaigns which occured in the

In this section

downtown

will

and the

examined and
is

helping the

Mercantile businesses will be

be constructed

in

order to study the

ownership, location, approximate year of erection, whether the

144
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building

used, physical condition, and appropriate

being appropriately

is

embellishment.

The

physical conditions of the buildings will be rated on a system of soundness:

1= sound

structure with

no obvious defects or

slight correctable defects

which can be corrected by general maintenance. Slight defects consist
of lack of paint, slight brick decay

2=

deteriorating

etc.

which require more repair than

structures

would be provided in the course of regular maintenance.
These

building

holes,

open

rotted,

loose,

or

missing or damaged

These building problems would have

roofing.

building

3=

and component failures consist of

material

cracks,

is

to be used in a safe

dilapidated

structures

to be addressed if the

manner.

which have

to

be rebuilt or torn

down. ^"^^ Buildings' embellishments with inappropriate detailing

will

be judged visually as well as being based on the impression one has

when

experiencing the building and the

In this section

1

shall rely

on

the

by K.W. Poore and Associates,

downtown

Downtown Galax
Inc.,

as a unit.

Revitalization Plan compiled

Community Development

Consultants,

Richmond, VA., and Mattem and Craig Consulting Engineers, Roanoke, VA,.
presented to the City of Galax in March, 1989.

more long term parking and
buildings that they

The following
on

my own

^^^

Lyall

of their suggestions, such as

improvements were implemented. Some of the

commented upon have improved while some have

gotten worse.

tables presents an updated rejxirt of the state of the buildings based

visual inspections:

Anderson, Building

Prevention,

street

Many

(

Failures,

A

Guide to Diagnosis,

Remedy and

London: Butterworth Architecture, 1989), 22.
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Institutions

Year Erected

Institution/Location

Sovran Nat Bank B-3 1979

Old

1st

Bapt Ch. E-5

Municipal Build.

1908,1945

H-3

1925

Bank E-6

1964

P.H.N.B
Signet Nat.

I-l

1922

U.S. Post OfficeF-8

1937

D.N.B. H-9,10

1922

Old Col. Th. 1-19

1930

Old Rex Th. L-6.7

1938

First Pres.
First

(Center St) 1906

Meth. (Center

Friends

St) 1906

M.H. N-5

First Christ.

(Monroe

148

Businesses

1904
St.)

1957

App. Use

Yes

Condition

App. Embellishment

Parking

147

Owner/Occupanv Location

Da

148

A ppr.

State

Farm

Ins

H-6

Embellishment

149

^§ei
Figure 75: Ownership

Map

(K.W. Poore and Associates, Community Development Consultants)

•UJFigure 76: Conditions

Map

(K.W. Poore and Associates, Community Development Consultants)
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Summary

In

my

detailing

observations of the

of Building Conditions

downtown of Galax,

and embellishment of the mercantile and

impression that the downtown building stock
is.

Even

below
not

show any

worse condition than
rate is

it

actually

only 18 1/2% which

is

28 1/2%.^^^ The overall building stock does

serious material failure such as roof leakage, rot or brick spalling.

The average age
for a

institutional buildings give the

vacancy

in the current recession (1992) the

the statewide average rate of

is in

believe that the inappropriate

I

of a building in the

downtown. There

is

downtown

is

only one building

fifty-one years, relatively
in the

downtown

that

young
can be

considered as being decayed beyond any practical restoration.

At

present, the metal awnings, weather beaten bulkheads

and inappropriate

signage give the pedestrian an impression of harshness and decay. Moreover, the
inappropriate building use in the

Only 28% of

the

downtown

downtown can be confusing

buildings today are detailed with

sensitivity to the building's particular type

which are not being used
orginally

is

low, only

problem buildings tend

in the

17%
to

manner

have a high

for

and

am

in

which they were constructed

visibilty in the

Rex and

craft store-

certain that appropriate design

However, these few

downtown. They are such

the Colonial;

Church- now the Rooftop of Virginia, a mountain
I

some kind of

and idiom. The number of buildings

of the entire building stock.

buildings as the two theatres, the

National Bank.

to the pedestrian.

the old First Baptist

and the Patrick Henry

and restoration of these few

buildings could have great visual impact on the negative perceptions of inhabitants

and

visitors

who

tend to see Galax as yet another small

community on

^^^ Inquiry, Virginia Dept. of Commerce,
25, March 1992.

its

way

to
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inevitable decay.

Rather, as suggested in the design study of this thesis, the effect

of restoration of these few key buildings will go beyond the individual buildings

and

will

have a

far greater

downtown Galax

and wider impact on the

presents.

1

total,

overall impression

which

believe that the restorations of the buildings cited

above, including the church steeples, as presented in the drawings of the thesis will
restore the overall cohesiveness of the institutional structure or armature to the

image

(Stadtbild)

intimate

.

Hopefully,

experience and

Galax,Virginia

it is

obvious that the design study

is

town

based on the

the intensive study of the past and

present in

153

Figure 77: Examples of Inappropriate Remodeling
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Figure 78: Examples of Inappropriate Use of

Downtown

Buildings

Partll

Chapter 2 Design Study of Downtown Galax.Virginia

The following chapter consists of a

series of

drawings (Plate 11-18) presenting a

design study of Galax.Virginia.
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Plate

1
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Plate 12
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Plate 13
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Plate 15
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Plate 16
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Plate 17
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Plate 18

Conclusion
In the

summer of

dollars in a

downtown

Historic Preservation
the

1989, the city of Galax invested over two hundred thousand

program based on the National Trust for

revitalization

Main

Street

Approach. The objective was the upgrading of

image of the downtown and the reversal of the prevailing trend of migration of

people from the downtown to the highway shopping

program employed new
Three years

strategy.

impression

felt

by many

street furniture,

later, in

in the

considerable effort expended
Revitalization"

is

methodology

made me
It

realize that this approach to

that I attempted to

downtown of Galax,

and meaning

Main

Street Center has
cities

and early 80s- the National Main

The

its

I

do believe

been successful

Street

it

and towns, giving new

Program tends

was

to

that

in reviving

downtowns throughout America. However, due

broad based nature of their plan and the era in which

generalizing in

develop a new

in the South.

of downtowns of small

to countless

as an

Virginia, as well as other

important to understand at the outset of this conclusion that

the effort of the National Trust's

"Downtown

was from these personal impressions

downtown Galax

to revitalize the

interest in the well being

the prevailing

is still

downtown of Galax. The disappointing result of the

downtowns of the same vintage
It is

on U.S. 58. Their

greenery and more parking spaces in their

1992, neglect and decay

somewhat flawed.

insider to the condition of

district

life

to the

written- the late 1970s

be rather even handed and

approach to revitalization for a downtown.

difficulties

of the National Main Street Center approach stem partly from

the nature of the organization itself and also from their perception of what

downtown

revitalization

means. Based in Washington, D.C., with a limited budget
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and personnel, the Main Street Center has undertaken the mission of revitalizing

downtowns throughout
centralized,

which

and thus

of America.

all

it is

This forces the organization to become

unable to take in consideration

affect or are given in

its

own

region.

all

the specific conditions

Moreover, the National Trust approach

tends to be focused on their concept and idea that building preservation should

work within a
storefront.

namely

particular

image which seems solely based on the existence of the

Thereby, the truly

vital

element in defining a downtown

is

neglected,

the institutions.

The methodology which
image" which

is to

are built

have developed does not come from a "symbolic

be applied to any downtown.

attempts to revitalize a

downtowns

I

downtown based on

upon a universal

monochronic sequence

it

its

my methodology

the principle that, although almost all

gridiron, the

creates with

Instead,

placement of institutions and the

store buildings, determines

an individual

character in each town thus making one town different from another.

methodology attempts
Stadtbild- or

town

to understand this character

picture-

and develop an

which could be implemented

in the

downtown

rather than

randomly restoring

essiential

downtown based on

the restoration of key institutions and the informed use of the spatial

character of the

My

and ornamental

storefronts, based

on a

collective idea of embellishment.

1

downtown

believe that the negative impression most people have about their

comes from

the poor state of key institutions.

Due

to the nature of the institutions'

function, the placement in the overall structure of the

downtown, and the

buildings themselves, institutions dominate the image of downtown.

my objective

to concentrate

on the restoration of key

instittutions in

size of the

It

has been

downtown

166

Galax and upon the reuse of

and embellishments which are

their original motifs

autochthonous to the community.

I

have the hope of reviving the civic pride and

the sense of identity and "connectedness to place" ^^^ once felt for these institutions

and the downtown

itself.

My methodology also goes further than previous programs in
my

storefronts by acknowledging, within

monochronic progression and polychrome

movement and

designs, the spatial sequence of

which provides a sense of both

respite,

efficiency but also of intimacy and interaction

the pedestrian. Jay Appleton has talked of the

the restoration of

human

which

desired by

is

preference for spaces which

provide movement, adventure, prospect and, at the same time, provide for respite,
safety

and

flow of

refuge.^^-^

traffic are

The very

known

individual sequence of "in and out", of eddies in the

to insiders of a town.

Throughout downtown Galax the
used in the embellishment of the

storefronts exhibit certain motifs,

storefronts.

an idiom

is

These embellishments not only show

rich detail ,which define the nature of the building, but also these can help direct the

monochronic/ polychronic sequence of the downtown by defining and working as
a terminus of the sequence or by allowing the flow to take place (Plate

Through document research and

visual inspection

my

bring these motifs back to be used on the existing or

These motifs serve

existing idiom

"52 Tony

which

Hiss,

methodology attempts

damaged building

as a language of sorts, they even can signal

downtown begins and ends

(Plate 17).

It is

these motifs that

(

New

where the

work within

Alfred A. Knopf, 1990), 5-

York:

10.
^

^^

J. H.

Appleton, The Experience of Landscape,

Press,

1974), passim.

(

London,

New

York:

to

stock.

will aid in returning the true essence of the place.

Experience of Place,

14).

Wiley

the
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As
some

conclude

I

of

its

revitalized.

this thesis,

my

it is

firm belief that a

downtown has

to retain

structure and essence in order to be worthy of being preserved
Its institutions

have to

still

order to be even considered as a viable

exist in

some form and

to be in

and

working

not a crossroads or worse.

downtown and

I

believe that a successful revitalization campaign should not merely apply a band-aid
to the problems.

and the people,
the

should be a clearly focused effort which understands the past

It

identifies

downtown and

key problems detracting from the positive perception of

applies

its

resources meaningfully and efficiently in solving

them. This should be achieved on a local level through historical research, open
discussion in the
place, the

community and,

downtown.

To summanze,
grid.

especially, through the actual experience of the

it is

my

thesis that institutions provide the

Institutions define beginnings

grid to

become

commons

armature along the

and endings and subtly influence the

common

New

England

a "place", which obviously doesn't look like the

or the Virginia courthouse square, but which functions as such in the

perceptions of the insiders (Plate

monochrome and polychronic

1

&

2).

Variety

is

given by the sequence of

actions of the pedestrians. Institutions exist also in

the beliefs and the values of the inhabitants, especially, where institutions have been

associated for three generations with local families.
recalled in the

These values have

memories of the people and through

to

be

the physical, visual

reinforcement of the architectural language, through the motifs and the idiom, in
short, through the local architecture of Galax, Virginia.

Finally,

one knows

are changing

due

to

that

change

economic and

inevitable.

Small towns throughout America

social forces'

on the national and international

is

168
level.

What one hopes

the local scale.

for

is

controlled change which

is

meaningful and postive on
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Appendix

1

Galax Pair Association
Galax, Vir.-^lnia.Pebruary 17 1907.

K D

JCahsr, General I'anarer,
::orfoll: c;nd Vezterr. Ky Co.,

Koanoke
Dear

r,ir:

(
.

Va.

,

—

Tlie r.^itte r of re,'i;radiii,'; tho road leadln.i; .from this tovm
to the Piper's Cap in the EIvp Hid:-e is now hein,',- considered hy both
The County (Carroll) is unable
the pcoplu of the tovm :ind the county.
the ri';ht of \;ay boins; about as nuch and possibly more
to do very muc]i
t>;a:i it v/ill ,jiro to, the enterprise.
A steel britif;c across Ch.estnut Creek, three-fourths of a mile from
town \/ill he necessary and v/hen this v/ith the road is all consiiercd,
the people v/ill not be able to raise the fund.-, necessary by private
EUiiscription.
A ropcesentative of the rLOano]:e Zrid/;e Co.,v4io lias exanired the
situation saj-s the best thin' he can .';ive us is a bridge costing all
told near r.lOOO.OO.
;rov/ I rjn takiii-: the ijatter on riyself to see who are interested and.
hov; nudi as .oi ar. one of the "viev/ers" and the one on v/hoc these people
I an a Railv.-ay civil ene;ineer
vrill soiievSiat depend for this tiling.
and .-.•ill also r.uJ;e the survey for the road.
Perhaps uore than half the -ties and luiiber handled from Galax cones
in over the .road in question and on its present location not more than
The track is only wide enough
60 to 75.' of a full load can be liandled.
for one v/agon in rjany places, while tlie ^rade is sotiethins iiwf ul
'7ith this recital of cxistin- conditions caji >-ou see reason for
consideriii'; the matter of assistin.* \7ith a subscription from your
Conpany to the proposed bridge, '"e propose placing the road on a water
:3acadan,and in doing so
^•rade sucli as v;ould be best for a penuanent
meet some ratlier heavyi-construc t ion.
I will jfffer the opinion that this proposed road vail brim: a <,Teater
increase in tlio tie and lumber business liere than a 15,v advance in

—

,

,

,

,

price.
lost (upon as estiiiate) tiventy
Tr.ii .Merchants here clain th.at they
thouscuid dollars wortli of business last yuar durin?; the rainy season,
onaccount of tlie ;:oin.-i over better roads to points or. the "Southern P.y.
I will be -ilnd to liear ;.tyour earliest convenience and will say
tliat v.-e will not sui,Y;est any aciouiit to you;onlj- will say, however, that
we can .ret ample \/ork subscribed to do the "tradins- on the road, and can
f;et soiie sixty or seventy per cent of the price of the brld.«-e,all in
,

private subscription here.
r.hould you r ee cause to send a npeclal representative here to investigate conc'.itions a;id v/iH write
one day in ad\'ance of his conin.?,
Previous notice would be
I \.-ill meet hin and show him the situation.
necessary, as I live four iilles out from tovm.
TruEti;ic you may see cause to consider this .Tatter, I am,
!.'.e

Yours truly,
(r.^)
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p,

E Cox

.

.

179

Subject:

-A.qUL'i;'t

o:'

'.'.

Co::,

I.

•*

"a..,

f.'£.l.-i>;,

o:*

l)rove..;i;i;t

for 03 r.trib\;t ioM tov/ard
county road jtc.

NORFOLK AND WESTERN RAILWAY

A'x'

/

•

::Or.'"0T,i-

-

ini-

CO.

Vi.--irrv.cry

Cist l&nr

.ToJ:i:r.o;i,

?rocide:it, rosnoJre.
:)ec:r

"ir:

—
I

'je,-;

^

;)rove.".cnt

of roLid into ualax,

our

Iv.rv.'er

;;ouc

"y
li.-.lit

to

"'.'usi:;'jr,2

t!it;

,'0

whidi

cpan

t;:at

Tx

.

F Cox, of Galiix,

claii;i2 v/ill

-oviii,';

bucinecE to Galax, whicii

tliat v/e

aiiEV.-or

-.nip'/ht

see

ii"

\:e

cannot find an old

for this hldivcy bridf;e, and if

can, donate it on the i.art of the Conpany for this imrpoce.

having "r. Oiurdi ill send an
brid-:e ajid to fii;d out

tlic
v,'}iat

ii.-.-

largely increase

r:ailvay

rao3 r.'j'.cndation '.;ould Ic,

truELi

':e

and .oscict uc in

f.ouyieiTi

I'ron; I'r

cmir.oi cojitrxbuto tov/:im a i:rid-o and.

;'.Ej:i:i::

now

letter

rei'br iiere'./ith

uu ir

'j.i -.xiiii.,

cu-.iiieer out

..•;:at

to look at

tiie

I

v.-e

a;.-,

location of

hind of a span is needed and then sue

je iiavu.

If you apjirove of this

I

-..•ill

"o aiiead v;itli it.
''"ours

truly,

^-^T^imIc^^
jenoral

ihjy.

I'ana'-'er.

.
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RaCTjezt of n

F.

Cor.,

r.-loz, Va.,

for contribution toward Im-

proTlnc county road, etc

reoru.-.ry i;2nd

>3r.

Ti.

\\/
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The Two Sides

"Stack

it

deep, sell

•thughsidcy
OF ALHANY, yo.
JAMES UCCONKEY,
never cned. But he
(pop. 2.100).

felt a sadness the nights before
Christmas 1985. standing in his
liny hardware store on the west
side of his town square. He remerot)ers it
vTvidly today. A dream smashed.
Shiny new bicycles were lined up,
pnces cut to the core. Appliances filled the

counters

Holiday decorations festooned

windows Everything there
except
customers. Some evenings when McConthe

.

.

.

key looked beyond the twinkling lights out
over the square, he could not see a single
car. He knew where they were.

Two months earlier a Wal-Mart store
In Maryville (pop 9.500), 34
miJes west, and one month earlier another
had opened

had opened
50

in

Bethany (pop. 3,100). 18

it

cheap, stack

it

of the

high and watch

miles east Their parking lots were full of
McConkey's neighbors and faieoda. lured
there through the wmler's cold by the
powerful Wal-Mart merchandising mystique and retail pnces often bHow his
wholesale cost He thou^t then, and
thinks today, that he and his parraer and
brother Richard did everyihmg nght to
withstand the normal merchandising revolution of (he past 40 years brougbl by

it fly!

McConkey brothers prospered. Sometimes when the square was hUed and bustling, friends trading with friends, families greeting famJies. James thought "it
looked like an old postcard." This was a
life he cherished. Nobodv got really rich.
Their wealth was
the closeness and vitality of the community. Then came Wal-

m

Man.

deaded Ihey wanted their own business m a community where the McConkey
family had farmed and worked more than
a centurv TTiey borrowed money and

January 1989. after another dismal
Christmas, the McConkeys gave up. So did
four other merchants around the Albany
town square. For a while the McConkey
store stood empf\': then the town bulldozed II with others to make way for a
Place's store, a regional generel merchandiser that was already on the Albany

bought out the Gamble hardware store,
tore out 100-year-old wood shelves.
spruced it up. offered long shopping hours
and persona] service. For three years the

square. Tlie old Place s is empty James
McConkey is now teaching school and
driving a school bus. His brother has a job
with a paper-products hrm.

good roads, city malls and the eaiiy dlaCDUDiers like K Mart.
Back in 1982. James. 2S. and Richard.
31.
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SAM WALTON EILegacy

Hear those downtown merchants cry!"
When Sam Moore Walton died a week
ago alter a long battle with cancer, he was
eulogized—and rigtitly so—as a man wfao
bad transformed American roerctiaodi»ingand perfected a hands-on management
that instilled a sense of team enthusiasm
among the 380.000 employees be liked to
refer to as "associates." In the process, he
became Amenca's richest person, his family's wealth estunated at S23 billion. But

the latest products gathered and stocked
through the most soptusticaled and ef6cienl

merchandising, the brilsimple concept of "everyday low
has become such a per-

Wal-.Mart
liantly

pnce

'

retailing,

force (2.000 stores of vanous
kinds. 160 built each year) ihat it Is redesocial structure of rural and

vasive

signmg the

small-town America more than any other
force besides nature. Wal-Mart is begln-

be also ttecame the patron saint of a downstyle of megawealth; eschewmg the
trappmgs of power. "Mr. Sam"

nmg

home

to nibble at the

edges of large cities

and giant shopping malls, many of which
are weakened by the general economic

fancy

drove an

mventory technology available.

"88

Ford pickup truck and
hopped around the country to visit stores.

malaise.
]

take the pulse of

consumers and inspire

his workers. His passion, bis joy.

was

fine-

tuning bis vast merchandising network by
insLstmg on such things as bngbter smiles

and cheener "Good mommgs" to customers from store workers, as well as offenng

I

To mUlions. the down-home Bentonvtlle. Ark., genius was a hero wbo brought
decent merchandise at low prices to areas
scorned by more glitzy entrepreneurs On
Wall Street Walton u-as a billionaire god
wtio made countless millionaires of oth-

mi-Mart employee chant
month President Bush awarded
the Medal of Freedom, the country's highers. LASt

est ctviltnbute. to tbeailing Walton. "This
is not a vuit about Sam Walton's wealth."
said Bush. "It's about leadership. It's
about decencv As he became more and
more successful he never turned his back
'

on his roots
But even as he was honored, some of
Walton s roots were wondering about just
what he had wrought. Writer Tim Larimer grew up in Salem. 01. (pop. 7.800).
which ended up m the middle of a WalMan nest. On visits home he watched the
storefronts go dark one by one. places
where be had met and laughed with
friends as a kid. One Saturday afternoon
he counted four empty stores on one side
of the business block and two on the other.
Two cars were parked downtown. The
Wal-Mart on the west edge of Salem was
51

183

hummmg.

Not loogaj^, Larimer wrote

United States." says Stone, and that
includes Elxxon and General Motors.

declares Stone, wtio recently held

(hrougb Maryland to Easton. 1 would have*
passed more Wal-Marts. in Illinois
like Rora. Olney and Lawrenceville. Each
lol 80 long ago; now (hey
its own tov
distinguishable. AU WaJscarcely se

James (pop
two
small communities gasping in a wehofWalMarts. Headvised them, as be has countless
otbersmalMown mere bants, on how to deal

Si.

Man

with the merchants of
4.300) and

I

who grew up

u

Heame, Texas

and served a church there

5.400).

{pop.

for sev-

i

1.947 Wal-Marts and

Sam

s

his death will inevitably

meetmgs

Quhs

Com

nomics, James McCookey can't scientiii
cally prove it, but his hunch is that peoph
who drive 20 miles to a Wal-Mart, and s<
contribute to the decline of their town, ent
up paying higher taxes, which is a premi
um for the merchandise they get Eventu
ally, the pendulum will swing, the market
place will adjust. That is what Araencar
capitalism is all about, as Mr. Sam knew a^

will

Improving service, extending
store hours. Within the growing
network of fi-ightened store-

that th>

offish

be to emulate them."
Stone talks about finding
special merchandising luches
not occupied by Wal-Mari. about

you

mean

soul of his corporation will change.

munity irritation at secretive and stand
ways of Wal-Mart managers, thi
"us" fWaJ-Mart) against "them" (down
town merchants) attitude, and the modes
mvoivement in public affairs and chantie
by store officers are building resentment
Then there is Ihe matter of basic eco

St.

(pop. 2.100). Minn.,

Ido.thenyoucannotkeepthemoulofyour
community. Much of what I tell

WALTON'S AMERICA

blis^

in dozens of tiny store
around Ihe country is that Wal-Mari wii
reach its own plateau. Despite the super
management team Walton left In placr

with the amvaJ of a Wal-Mart in their region. ! don't fight Wal-Mart" Stone insists.
"If you believe in the free-martet system

towns

Steve Bishop, a Church of Christ
ister

Maddia

have enjoyed uninterrupted

The betnng

Wal-Mart is already Ihe largest retader.
smothering Sears and K Mart. "The impact
of a corporation of that size and that mvolvement in the life of this country IS Immense."

Louis and rarety being far from
the sigbl of a WaJ-Mart. He felt engulfed in
a new culture reaching from horizon to
bonzon. "If I had kept driving on Hi^way
50. the same road that eventually runs

Trom

cessful,

In the

in

Ihe Washington Posi about driving cast

|

well as any

merchant of Ihe modem age.

keepers, the town of Viroqua,
is held high as the David

Wis.,

that successfully fought (Goliath

with community promotion.
searches for new businesses and
government

en years, fired ofT an essay a couple of
months ago to the Dallas Mormng Nexus.
dedanng. "Wal-Mart killed Heame, Texas—twice
The first death was the end
.

stores,

ple

.

.

downtown

of a

held

it

who stayed

m

ference

that held much more than
memones. values and peolong enough to make a dif-

our

lives.

Wal-Mart's arrival

that. The second killing ocDecember 1990. when Wal-Mart
closed its doors in Heame. It closed be-

ended

all

curred

in

cause

it

couldn't turn a profit. Wal-Mari

an empty building as testimony to
the '80s' greed, and it leaves a downtown
of vacated shops as testmiony to our rush
leaves

to save a little

money— maybe

not a very

different kind of greed."

Kenneth Stone, professor of economics
Iowa State University, began five years
ago to study the Wal-Mart phenomenon in
his state after he noted the commercial life
of many towns bemg boUowed out by the
huge intruder- Few scholars had paid any
attention. Now Stone is m demand all over
the U.S.. lecturing on the nature of WalMart and how to deal with it. Stone estimates that Wal-Mart's stores— a combination of general merchandise, grocenes
and wholesale clubs—could, if growth in
the 19905 equals that of the 1980s, gross
$200 billion annually by the end of the deat

cade. "It could be the biggest corporation

LOW

Sanford.
N.C.. fUchard Lawrence took
Stone's counsel and began to cruise the
Wal-Mari that opened in January, comhelp.

S43.9

Today,

Sam Waton

billion
s legacy

rndudes 1.735 Wal-Marts 212

Sams and

13 SupcrCentBre

and HypennafTs

m

43

states,

and 3SO.0(X) emptoyees

normal"
Yet for all the ddlcacy of Stone's presentabons and the litany of stores and
communities thai have survived Wal-

Mart there

IS

a brooding inevitability

about the data in Stone s studies. Small
communities of static populali<
or later lose busmess from their downtowns to V.'al-Man. which smks its roots
at Iheir edges. Surrounding communities
with no Wal-Mari are devastated. Independent stores in growing areas generally
rise with the tide even with Wal-Mari
scoopmg up a big share-

Some

of this

was surely

Inevitable in

our moiling capitalism: Wal-Mart, perhaps, has done no more than finish off had
shopkeepers and lazy combines. Its
bright, climc-clean stores are Ihe boon-

docks miracle that Walton wrought.
Bui few if any Amencao enterprises,
no matter how huge and momentarily suc-

PRICES,* HIGH SALES r.'*P*^
,
Sales S44.2

tirsT

Sales

paring prices and merchandise in his
store. Mann's Hardware, a town fixture
smce 1927 He became more competitive
in gifts, pamt and hardware and reopened
an mdustrial-supply line. "We felt Ihe
Wal-Mart impact at first."' says Lawrence.
"But business is coming backl With a little
more time it should swing back to

m
milli

Sales

pl962
The

In

1992

Sam

store opens

in

Rogen

s

OUa and

Art

£4.6

billion

Oubs open in
Mo Midwest City,

Wholesale

GramJview

Wal-Mart discount

,

Dallas By this time.

Wal-Manisinl9staTes
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Design Session Part
Doug Loescher 11/90

EFFECTIVE STOREFROWT DESIGN FOR BDSIWESS SnCCESS

-

THIS IS NOT A SESSION TO DEVELOP TECHNICAL DESIGN SKILLS

&
IT IS NOT INTENDED TO TEACH ARCHITECTURAL BUILDING STYLES
•
INSTEAD, UE UILL BE THINKING ABOUT A FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEM
ALL DOUNTOWN PROGRAMS FACE REGARDING DESIGN ISSUES UITH
INDIVIDUAL BUSINESSES & HOW TO MOTIVATE THEM TO IMPROVE

Anyone who has taken more than a passing glance at the appearance
downtown district knows

MOST OF DOWNTOWN'S PHYSICAL APPEARANCE
-- & THUS IT'S IMAGE IS CREATED BY THE STOREFRONTS OF INDIVIDUAL BUSINESSES.

To be successful in creating effective design improvements, which we
KNOW to be essential in successful downtown revitalization, we will have
to influence the decisions of private, independent business people
regarding positive improvements to their buildings.
To do that, we must
provide something positive for the merchant on the street
we must
help them create facades that are effective "selling machines" as well
as "good neighbors".

PRINCIPLE »1

SUCCESSFUL STOREFRONTS PROJECT THE STORF'S PERSONALITY

Regardless of location, size, or marketing medium, the most
successful companies that I know of around the country, are capturing
the attention and loyalty of their customers by projecting a clear and
compelling image i personality.... through corporate identification,
signage, logos, advertising, store design and display
PRINCIPLE »2

SUCCESSFUL STORES REFLECT THEIR CUSTOMFR'S PERSONALITY

Just as we know that we are drawn to, and instantlv like, people who are
like us, as customers we are drawn to businesses that present an image
that is like us.
This principle actually works two ways:
People are drawn to images that reflect what they are.
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APPEARAWCES

Elements of a Storefront

The tradidonai commercial storelront can be considered
the cornerstone of Main Street. Dating from the I9th and
eariv 20th centunes, these buildmgs share a remarkable

similantv

—

pearance.

Any one

facade

is

visually related to

its

neigh-

bors.

The

^s^^^r^^

a consistency that creates a strong visual im-

age tor the downtown.
Because they were composed o( similar parts, the
blocks have a consistent, organized and coordinated ap-

parts of the facade were often compatible

enough

fit
1i

llhlPOlJ

HOOOi,

II

be interchangeable. A commercial building from the
mid 1800s coujd be easily modernized by inserting a new
to

1900s storefront. Although the styles and details
changed, the proportions remained the same.
Tedmological developments, coupled with changing
tenants and merchandising trends, encouraged frequent
storefront changes, while the upper facade staved the
same, detenorated or was covered over.

The

became increasingly transparent, but it
framed openmg provided by the onginal
a storefront is not contamed within this
frame, it looks out of propomon with the upper tacade.
The basic commercial facade consists of three parts: the
storefront with an entrance and display windows, the
upper facade usually with regularly spaced windows and
the cornice that capfs the building. These components
appear m many shapes, sizes and styles but result in esstill fit

storetront
into the

building.

When

sentiallv the

same

facade.
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